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JUDGE J. M. FISHER
SAID TO BE DYING
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PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. JUNE 21. 1907.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

TO METROPOLIS
RED MEN WILL GO

Well Known Former Maisliall
County Official

Interstate Association to

Mayfield Hardware Store Is Entered
and itobbetrof Quantity of
Goods.

Fourth of July Will See Lodges Organized for Annual Nleetings
Together.

CHILI)

OTEGO

SUCCUMBS

.
111.'"
.
111111r-

NO INSTRUCTIONS
WANTED FOR TAFT

be

Letter From WashingtonRead
to This Efroet

Foiuied

SUDDENLY.

TRIBE

I.'in., 1/isitrict Ileilegation Carried Ev.
cirytiting at Republican State
Convention.

REPRESENTED.

CAPTAIN

FA MAW'S

OVATION.

RAIN

5-

Benton, Ky., June 21. (Special.)
Permanent organization of the InlifoCracken county's delegation re.
—Former County Judge J. M. Fisher
terstate Association of Red Men will
turned last night and today from the
Scattered thuuder showers tonight be effected in Metropolis July Fourth,
is reported to be in a dying condiRepublican
state convention • at
tion today. He has been critically and Saturday. Highest temperature and Paducah will be represented by
Louisville. satisfied with a duty well
ill a long time, complications having yesterday, 92; lowest today, 68.
1414 or 150
members and
their
Performed and gratified with
the
made his case apparently
hopeless
friends. This association, organized
knowledge that they had their own
from the start. He is past 5.0 years
temporarily in April, is composed of
way in the convention.
THREE PERISHED.
old. He was county judge and one
tribes of Red Men west of the LouisEvery candidate the First congresSt. Johns,. Neb., June 21.—
of the meet promineat men in Marville & Nashville railroad in Kensional district delegation supported
Three
men
perished,
the
stewshall county. He bee four children,
tucky; south of the Baltimore it
won out, and Capt. Edwin Fartely
ardess and several women escapand
two boys and two girls: Reese, John,
Ohio railroad in Ilinois, and
that
Judge James - Breathitt, for
ed
with
bad
burns ami a number
whom
Resets and a little girl. His father,
part of Missouri that adjoins the
particular
instructions were given at
of the crew were hurt when fire
J. J. Fisher, is living.
territory in Kentucky and Illinois.
the county conventions, landed
turned the steamer Crystal into
the
One hundred tribes will be Included
prizes.
a fiery furnace today. Those
Child Dies Suddenly.
In the organization, and official rep"The nomination of Captain Farley
who escaped got nway in a annul
"Whereat I was much cast down."—T. R., "Hunting Big Game."
:Mayfield, Ky.. June 21, (Special.)
resentation will be based on memberpartook of the nature of an ovation,"
boat. There is little hope of
—The little child of Elmer Albritton
ship. Otego tribe, of Paducah, will
—Rogers In New York Herald.
said a returning delegate.
finding any remains of those
"District
died suddenly this morning. Mr. Albe entitled to five delegates.
after district seconded his nominaburned
to
death.
britton had the little one at the
The steamer George Cowling will
tion. TWo or
three candidates'
Woodmen of the World "log rolling"
carry the Paducah
delegation
to
names were sprung on the convenAOKI SOLID.
at Hickory Grove yesterday and it
Metropolis.
Railroad schedules in
tion, but no other man received any
Tokio, June 21.—Official anwas apparently well when he returnMetropolis make that town accessiconelderation and before the Elevnouncetm•nt
wits
today
made
by
ed last night.
ble from the north and the rivers and
enth district was reached the consfinister of Foreign Affairs Hayrailroads will handle the crowds from
vention hall was in an uproar of enashi that the reports that the
Store Burglarized.
west Kentucky and Missouri. July
thusiasm.
government
contemplated
tq
reMayfield, Ky., June 21. (Special.)
Fourth -being a day highly esteemed
'That face is enought for
call Baron Aoki, minister to the
me,'
—The hardware store of D. A. Satin the lodge, an attendance of several
shouted one delegate, who had been
United
Stuff% are without foundfold was entered last night from the
thousand is expected from the lee
struggling to get
ation.
glimpse of the
rear and several dollars worth of
tribes. Each year the.annual con- Are Admitted in the Haywood Defection
Affects Regiment Opinion Expressed by Former captain. 'lie's ana honest
man it I
span articles were stolen. The
vention of the association
will -be
Trial to Show Animus of After Regiment and Sealers Senator E. W. Carmack in ever saw one.' •
110074; TO BLAME.
burglars broke a glass and, reaching
held on that date and from the Part
--'eOteterein -Farley got as many
Wilmington, Del., June 21.=
through, unlatched the door. There
Paducah has played in organizing
Western Miners--One Article Mutiny Because They Are Interview This Afternoln— as, the candidate for governor."votee
Because his two children had
is no clew.
the association, it is likely that the
- Judge lareat hit t
been playing with a negro child,
next convention will be held here.
Attacks Stennenhurg
Sent Against Countrymen
No
Sectionalis
Judge James Breathitt was left
m
Zeerme,
John
late
night
last
-H S Wicker Dies.
Arriving at Metropolis, the proclear off the slate and Louisville pashot them both as they lay in
Murray, Ky., June 21. Cipec1ail.4grant for the day will be given on
pers failed to pick him in their forebed, and then killed himself.
13.- S. Wicker. 5n" years old, a well
the court house lawn. It will incasts even up to the hour the vote
THE
children
The
are
two
aged
and
PROSECUTIO
N
WINS
PARIS
POLNT.
HEARS ALARMING NEWS. CHOOSING BRYA.VS_._ PARTNER.
known and prosperous farmer, reclude a parade of the tribes in the
was taken. It was through the acsix years, and expected•to live.
siding three miles from
Murray,
morning, speaking and effecting the
tivity of Postmaster F. M. Fisher,
father
The
was intoxicated
died last night. He Is survived by a
organization with the election of
who stood sponsor for Judge BrauathL—
when he committed the crime.
family of grown children.
officers and adoption of the constiitt's candidacy that he was 'persuadBoise, June 2E—At the opening
Paris,
June
21.
Mutiny
is
"Japan's
sweeping
got
bighead
the
and
tution. One of the offices will be
ed to remain In the race. When the
CHILDREN MOWN.
ROUTES DEPU-TIES.
sought for Paducah. Metrepolis is of the Haywood trial Judge Wood over the entire army of southern somebody .will have to take it out of votes
were counted Judge Breathitt
Chicago, June 21.—The body
preparing for a big day and the pure- ,announced his decision on the admis- France, according to reports being her, but I fear no immediate trouble had over
1,GIN4) and had run away
of Emma Pontius was taken
between
this
Dynamite Cartridge Thrown Among
country
and
Japan,"
ly business features will be relieved eibility of artic*e in
the Miners' received by the minister of war towith the big end of the Louisville
from the lake in Lincoln park.
said
Grecian lawmakers.
Senator E. W. Carmack, of Tenby a picnic dinner and amusements. Magazine as
vote, besides his own, the, First and
evidence. He said the day. following the desertion of a reg- nessee, this
morning in an interview.
Her sister Clara, 12 years old, is
In the regular meeting of Otego
Eleventh congressional districts. He
court
was
thoroughly
iment
this morning. Half of Eightysatisfied as to
Senator Carmack in appearance is
missing. The
parents think
tribe tonight, the final preparations
Athens, Greece, June 21.—An unmade a speech that electrified the
first regiment sent against the muti- the typical southern gentleman
• of the girls fell in the lake
in convention.
for the association meeting in Me- the admissibility of the articles apknown man threw a dynamite cartneers
mutinied.
Later
black
reports
suit
say
and
black
felt
hat.
drowned
other
was
in
the
While
and
tropolis, will be made. The five del- pearing in the magazine snowing the
ridge from the gallery of the chamAll the real politics played In the
the Hundredth regiment mutinied in Paducah he is staying with Mrs.
an effort to save her. Their
egates will be selected and commit- animus of the Western Federation of
ber of deputies during an all night
marching toward Larzac. Unconfirm- Ellen Morrow, 519 Kentucky avenue, convention was on the part of the
grandmother told the police totees will be appointed to handle the Miners during the period of the comsession which began yesterday. The
ed reports say other regiments are whose kinsman he is by marriage. First district delegation.
day she believed they committed
details.
cartridge fell among the benches
mission of the series of crimes con- on their
No Anti-Taft Plank.
way to take the part of the This afternoon he took in the Matisuicide.
which were crowded with deputies.
fessed by Orchard and alleged.
rioters,
One of the interesting bits of gosnee races with friends and tonight
but a disaster wag averted by the
Senator Borah read from the Jamie
Three Hundred Mutiny,
sip in connection with the convenhe Will appear at the Chautauqua.
lure becoming
of the magazine of February, 1900,
detached
in
ENGLAND AGHAST.
the
Three hundred soldiers are de"By ail means a southern man tion was the assertion that a big
an editorial entitled "Another Outflight of the missile. The finance
21.—Mark
London,
June
tained for duty in the wine-growers' should be considered as eligible ma- fight was on between Taft and Fairrage," and dealing with the alleged
minister, who was speaking when the
Twain, the American humorist.
strike at Riots at Adge, mutinied to- terial for presidential honors," Sena- banks and that Taft was beaten, by
circulation of a petition by Governor day,
outrage occurred, rushed
to the
is the guest of King Edward toaccording to an official announce tor Carmack said, answering a ques- failing to get the Indorsement
of
Steunenberg for a continuance of the ment,
doors with all the deputlee.
day. He will attend Ambassador
given out by the government. tion. "The matter of section should the convention. Postmaster
Fisher
federal
troops
The man who threw the cartridge
in the mining aistricts The men protested
Reid's banquet tonight and the
against doing po- play no part now in the selection of was a member of the conimittee on
of Idaho. The editorial declared that
was arested and proved insane.
king's garden party I
rrow.
lice duty against their countrymen. candidates. We should select the resolutio!\s, and he Is
outspoken in
Steunenberg was being well paid for The
Alljiingland is aghast at some of
protest being unheeded, they man, ignoring sectional lines, and if his denial of this construction
Driver
Delivery
to be
of
eines
persecuting the miners' union, de- left their
eccentricities.
humorist's
the
PERSONA NON GRATA.
barracks in a body, carry- that man is found south of Mason placed on the action
of the convenminced him as a Hessian and as an ing
their
arms
and
several
and
Dixon's
line,
hundred
it
should
not be the t ion.
Wagon Guides Runaway "unscrupulous person never known
Beat Will Not Receive RepresentarOunds of ammunition
and
made slightest drawback.
OUR ISLAND.
"It was neither a Taft nor a Fairspeak
truth."
to
the
Horse
Broadtheir
tive of Honduran Government.
way
Down
Crowded
to Healers, where they are
"Mr. Bryan in all probability will
London, June 21.—AdvIces
banks convention," he said emphatAttorney Borah, for the state, to- no encamped
Washington, June 21.— Secretary
in a public squadron. be the candidate of the Democratic
received here tell of a terrific
ically. "The plank originally
day announced he was ready to close.
wayThis Morning
inRoot has declined to grant the reparty in 190N. It leeks like a landland slide at Pago, island of Tutended for the platform concerning
The defense wetted they were ready
quest of Dr. Angelugarte to.be reLittleton
(load.
slide.
running
His
mate
well
could
be
tuila, SaillOa, which caused the
eational
to proceed. Richardson made a moaffairs was inserted, and it
Mr. Littleton Goad. 48 rears old, a southern man."
iceived at the department as the dipdeath of an Ane•rican sergeant
wasn't because Fairbanks opposed a
tion that Haywood be discharged, al- a stock raiser of Bloomesta Ind.,
lomatic representative of the Honduof marines and did heavy damIS
FINALLY
THROWN
OUT. leging the state has not made out a
Taft indorsement. either. As far se
died yesterday of pneumonia at Cal- SEVENTEEN TEACHERS
ran provisional government, which
age to the American naval barthe sentimene of the committee wee
cast 'against him. Both skate prob- vert City, where he was visiting reladeclaration amounts to a refusal to
ARE
hEING
EXAMINED
racks. The inland belongs to
concerned Fairbauks could muster
ably will argue this point the better tives. The body was taken home last
recognize th,at government at this
Seventeen
ants
appl
for
teachers'
the United Staters
three
votes out of the thirteen tuempart of the afternoon. The motion night, after being embalmed by Guy certificates S
time.
ing examined
at
In a display of rare nerve John Fintiers of the committee on resoluprobably will be denied.
Nance.
house
court
the
today
by
County
SECONT) DIVORCE.
ley, a 16-year-old
boy, stuck in
PROF. F.. G. PAYNE TALKS
School Superintendent S. J. Billing- tions. The effort to get Taft indorsed
Cleveland. June 21.— Sire.
Weille's delivery wagon from SevAT MEETING OF TEACHERS.
ton
and Miss May Ellis. They are was made by Louisville newspapers
Daisy Gordon Maud Hanna, was
enth street to Second street on
Republicans. We
Patti Chambers, Mrs. Ida Hill, Ira and not by any
granted a divorce today from
Broadway, at 10:45 o'clock, this
At the meeting ot the Kentucky
Faith, Hazel Bean, Annie Grief, Ray had before us letters from WashingDan IL Hanna, mon of the late
morning, guiding a maddened horse
Educational association, which is in
Bean, May- me Miles and Pearl Miles, ton, saying that the precedent did not
Senator Hnillin, in A local court
past vehicles, street cars and around
session at Winchester. Wednesday
Addle M Burrows, Kevil; Ger- expect anybody to be indorsed.
city;
on the charge of cruelty and
"This convention was not for the
a brass hand playing at Fourth street
afternoon was devoted to the high
trude Nicholson, hone Oak; Bessie
neglect of duty. Hanna was
"I don' eat breakfinct Avid no man, of Bacon's home were the combined
and Broadway, and saving the wagon
schools of Kentucky. and Prof, E. G.
Orr, city;
E. Stone, Woodville; purpose of electing delegates to a
given custody of the child and
national convention, and there is no
from being smahed up and the horse wet takes me ont in de wilderness cause of the sudden breaking off of Gracie Hughes Orahamville:
Payne, late principal of the Patliwah
Zula
alimony was settled out of court.
friendly relations. When Hancock
injured, and many pedestrians and an' tries
national election before Vie people.
'High school, made an address on the
drown
me,"
Graham,
declared
Woodville;
to
P.
C.
Vaughan,
E.
This is the second divorce for
alighted from the Louisville. train he
vehicles from being run down.
"Relation of the Grammar Grades
Fienton; Clifton -Rives, Melber, (is- There was no reason whylrthe RepubHancock, a colored lodgeman of and
each.
Bacon exchanged glances that
The horse had never been hitched
licans of Kentucky at this time
to the High School." After 'the talk
Tyree, Benton
car
to a delivery wagon before, and the Louisville, who dripping with water, 'recognized the badge of fellowship.
should formally affirm their suppart •
a general discussion was held.
examinations
Colored
will
held
be
OPERATORS' STRIKE.
rattling frightened it and at Seventh complained
to Patrolmen Sanders Each grasped the other's hand In
neat Friday and Saturday. The of any candidate not before the peoSan Francisco, June 21.—
street and Broadway it began. kick- and Orr at the Union passenger sta- friendship, and then Bacon invited
First Carload Today.
white teachers' institute will be held ple this year.
The Western Union Telegraph
ing, and after breaking parts of the tion this morning. His remarks con- Hancock. over to a
saloon.
"But I will say, that we did put
Basket
The Mergenthaler-Horton
week beginning inly S at Lone
the
company hat until 1 o'clock, Paharness began to run. Straight down cerned Harrison Bacon, night porter The civilities of fraternal greeting
out some candidates that. will make/
company 'stepped its first carload of
the
and
Oak,
colored
Paducah
bein
cific coned time, this afternyon,
Broadway it went, the wagon bounc- at the station, and a fellow lodge warmed into a, semblance of real afthe greatest political race ever made(
finished product today, since the facto weaver demands of operators.
ing and swaying from one alde of the member, and ignored the fact that fection tinder the influence of the ginning July I
In Kentucky, and nothing short of
tory resumed operations limit Friday.
Failing to meet Hie demands, or
street to the other. At Fourth street Bacon had Mat reamed him from Whittaker gin
and Bacon invited
Providential interference will prevent
Everything Is getting into shape for
Tobias
Mr.
Murray.
offer a compromise, a strike Is
Hancock
and Broadway a band was playing, seven feet of backwater in Katterto breakfast at his home.
their election. When I speak of
a fine businese and capacity operaNews
of
death
the
of
to be called in San Franciseo and
Mr.
Tobias
and around it were street cars, auto- John creek. Fraternal greetings, a Hancock accepted and arm in arm
providential interference I reify to a
tion
•
Oakland.
mobiles, buggies and pedestrians. At toast or two in Whittaker gin and an they twain sauntered out across the Murray at Fort Worth, Tex.. reached catastrophe. It was
a great conSecond street and Broadway We Invitation to accept the hospitality commons, the fills, ditches, beiges Paducah yesterday in a telegram to vention; enthueliast,
evidently
Mrs. Parham Improving.
ImTAFT TIRED.
Murray.
and other obstructions that intervene his brother, Mr. Kenney
horse turned the wagon around ifici
bued with the highest purism+, and
Mrs, Frank Perham continues to
St, lemisi, Mo., June 21.—
Death
sudden
was
came
and
as
a
on
the
of
Itself
the shafts, running
course to Bacon's home.
cleared
determined to take advantege of thie
Improve and the family is cocotte
Secretary of War Taft. passed
Crossing Katterjohn's creek. the shock to his many friends here. 'robe
to the river's edge. It was caught and
great opportunity."
aged over her condition. She spent
through today iffaabington. He
Whittaker gin, which didn't seem td Murray was 22 years old, born and
wagon was not damquieted. The
a comfortable night last Might. An
showed the effect, of the trip,
belting to Hancoek's ledge, pliehed reared in Paducah, being a son of
`.
aged, and young Finley was the cenImprovement is noted over her conand maid: "I never will try to
him off the bridge, and he fell plume time late Capt. Edward Murray. A
ter of an admiring crowd as the
dition yesterday.
nuke such a trip again. I am too
seven feet into dirty water a foot prominent ship
fractious horse was being hitched to
builder. He had
fat and it it strenuous."
deeper than he is high. Bacon plung- been away from Paducah
the wagon again.
several
ed in after him, and got him ashore. years, and was foreman of the Fort
STEP-FATHER.
Then Hamilton drew himself up with Worth Ice company a position he had
NO TRAIN FOR PADUCAH;
Went Cheater, Penn., June
what dignity a big Icelgeman could held five csears.
arHEILEI
RUT
GYr
WET.
trying
While
to enter her back summon between
21.—The body of ,Miary
the dampness of his
The telegram stated that he cited
window of her residence, Mrs Ed- garments and the
five years old, believed to he
gin, and protested of congestion of the brain after an
•
Mein played all around
kidnaped,. wax found barest in
Padiisah ward Morris. wife of the well known that he could not afford
ioniser to as- illness of only a few hours. He leaves
The Rev William Grother. of St.
late evening, hut left a dry spot here school trustee, of Farley street. fell sociate with a fellow
the back yard of her ittelefathwho could be two brothers, Messrs. Tom Merray. Louis, has ecoepted a call from
the
Mayfleld hadtedrenching, Fulton and and broke her right arm last night. so incoosideiretr
er's.horne today and her stepas to !esti him out of Memphis, and Kenney Murray.
Of German Lutheran church and
wdll
father waa arreefed.
Cairo got soaked, and Joppa. Ill., had Mrs. Morris had attended the Chau- into "the wilderness
and
try to Paducah.'
Wasbingtoe, Juno 21.--A Harney
take charge Some time in August.
a rush of waters that did consider- tauqua and arrived home about 11 drown him."
The body
General Bonaparte and his assistants
arrjvs—itt Piultscall The church cifilcials„.hava-441/--May Not Recover.
able damage to crops and ruined tele- o'clock. Finding that she had lost
"Et aren't that he tried to merited Saturday evening e4.- 'Tie&
meetivieftt4en with the litre --TM'
are conforrloit Vette' in regard
to
ee-iecit
Mr. Mack Kileoyne, 1124
North phone connections; but
Pad %math, her key, she decided te play burglar matt propity." explained
Hancock, 'ad will be taken to the resident's of Grother for some time, and recces&
bringing snit illainet the b.114inlifous Tenth street, who bee-beefs Ill for the -Metropolis aad Brook port only maw and enter a rest window. In c)inesm agn a ni Mon sl y,"but de antonspiew• Mr. Kenney Murray on
Broad street. his seceptence today. He is agradOriel carrying roads. The bringing past three weeks. is worse today and the clouds.
Ins In she lost her hold and fell. The oeity of his taking me to such a The feneral will
be hole timidity afte, this year, of the (Newordia Seteof this suit and one agalesit In. to- the doctors do not expect him to reLATEill -We got ours at 2 o'clock fret -re ii. a,,aeriouir one, and was place an' pusbIn' me In de ocean II ternoon
from the residence, burial' in inarry of St ramie and Is
bacco trusts are to be announced.. cover.
a talent,"
this. afternoon.
what ah dint abide."
dressed by Dr. J. S. Troutman.
Gek Grove Cemetery,
gentleman

MAGAZINES ARE
ARMY OF FRANCE JAPAN'S BIGHEAD.
READ BY COUNSEL
JOINING REBELS NEEDS TRIMMING
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YOUTH'S BRAVERY
PREVENTS DAMAGE

Grip and Gin Were All Right,
But The Backteaters

t

,

FALL FRACTURES
MRS. MORRIS' ARM

SOFT COAL ROADS
UNDER SCRUTINY

•

•

r

LUTHERAN PASTOR
WILL COME HERE

P %Cif!

SIX

Mohairs, White
Flannels and
Light Weight
Summer Suits

BAIfill NEWS
DISEASE WITH WHICH SCHMITZ
IS SUFFERING.

Nat weal League.

Chaago
Boston
Batteries-- Overal.
Attorneys Declare He Is in Serious Dorner and Brown.
Condition and Tell of Cuespiracy.

R H E
4 10 01
0 5 1
and
Kling:

H E
6 13
New York,
5 10 1
Batteries--Riwing, Wefmer
and
San Francisco, June 21.—Mayor Seblei; McGinnity and Fitzgera
ld.
WITHIN the last decade great and rapid strides have,been made in
Sehmitz's attorneys this evening apMateria efedica. Many diseases that were considered incurable
plied to the district court of appeals
fifteen years ago are now cured in a few days,and in many cases prevent
for the release of the mayor on ball Pittsburg
ed
altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for the cause,
by a writ of habeas corpus. It is de- Philadelphia
the foundation,the reason and the starting point of disease,fully realizing
elaied by his attorneys that the mayor
Betteries—Phillipe and
that the actual and true cause must be ascertained before the remedy can
is suffering from an incurable dis- Sparks, Rickle and DooM.
be located. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
ease and that imprisonment in jail
diagnosed and altogetherinisunderstood. The hair itself is not the thing
will cause his death. It is understood
that the disease referred to is an af- St. Units
to be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product of the scalp, and
fection of the kidneys and that it has Brooklyn
wholly dependent upon its action. The scalp is the very soil in which
advanced to a serious stage.
Batteries—McGlynn and l
the hair is produced,nurtured and grown,and it alone should receive the
The petition alleges that the law
HE question ot the coolest clothes
attention if results aft to be expected. It would do no earthly good to
under which the mayor was ordered
treat the stem of a plant with a view of making it grow and become more
for hot weather has been solved
into custody is unconstitutional and
beautiful-the soil in which the plant grows must be attended to. Therethat imprisonment of the mayor is in
by The New Store in a manner that
fore, the scalp in which the hair grows must receive the attention if you
furtherance of a conspiracy by Ru- Boston
aze to expect it to grow and become more beautiful.
is appealing to all men. The values
dolph Spreckles and others through Chieago
'
• irses of hair is caused by the scalp drying up,or losing
coerciv
are impelling, the garments stylish
e powers to usurp the office of
Batteries—Pruitt, Glaze
supply of moisture or nutriment, and when baldness
mayor and secure political control of ger; Smith and Sullivan.
and aplendidIy tkilored—
occurs the scalp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
San Franciseo. R FL E leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or even
Philadelphia
4 7 1 a tree would die under similar conditions).
WHITE FLANNEL SUITS—Or the
Detroit
0 4 6
The natural and logical thing to do in either case is,
striped flannel suits, very cool, dressy garBatteries--Plank and Shreck: Eu- feed
and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may be,
INpert Tells Commission Safes Are banks, Schmid and
a_
t
Archer.
ments, splendid style coat and trousers, from
and your crop will grow and multiply as nature.intended
Not Burglar Proof.
should.
it
$10.00 to $20.00.
R
E
Harrisburg, Pa., June 21.— Chas. Washington
de
2 4 1
Dr. Knowlton's DANDERINE
D. Montague, a metallic • furniture leveland
4 7 1
ODD,FLANNEti AND DUCK TROUSexpert of New York, testitied before :
Falkenberg and Hei- Is the Only remedy for the hair ever discovered that is identical
ERS—Nadi peg leg, the latest styles in every
the capitol investigation ebnimission tion; Liebhardt and Bemis.
with the natural hair foods or liquids of the scalp. It feeds and
today that the state had not only
nourishes the hair and does all the work originally carried on
detail. They come in tan color, too—just
by
been grossly overcharged for the ma
the natural nutrients or life-giving juices generated by the
scalp
the trousers for outing and vacation days.
tank furniture supplied by the Pennitself. It penetrates the pores of the scalp quickly and the hair
sylvania Construction company, but
We show them from $3.50 to $7.00.
soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilarating and
lifethat he had gored into the "burglar
Fulton, Ky., June 21.—Last even- produci
ng qualities.
proof vault'"in the state treasury in ing in front of the city hall County
See our window display—a hint for
One twenty-five-cent bottle is enough to convince you
four hours with atn ordinary eight Attorney T. N. Smith, Deputy Sheriff
of its great
*cell
ai a hair' trowing and hair beautifying remedy-try it and see
Inch
Leande
breast
Roberst
r
drill.
weather.
ei, Esquire R. A.
for yourseff. Now on sale at every drug and toilet store in the land.
Mr. Montague said also that the Browder and Mayor P. S. Shacklett
MISS J. CARROLL
four safes in the capitol for which proceeded to break thirty-six pint Three urea, 33C, 50C and ei.00.
2307 Irving Ave..
Chicago
this concern was paid 166,04)0 by bottles filled with whisky which was
To show how quickly Danderina acts we will send a large
sample
free
return
by
confisca
mail
any
to
ted
one
when
who sends this
Deputy
the state were worth only $27,000,
Sheriff
to the Knowlton Danderine Co., Chicago, with their name
and address and 10 cents in silver or stamps to pay adyertis:ment
postage.
and that there was no chrome steel Roberson arrested Porter Wright, an
or stel rails in the vault, only ordi- alleged bootlegger. Wright had just
nary steel, which any one could bpre returned to Fulton from Cairo, where was sleeping The electric fluid pass- ed in as rewards for party service.
Ity for properly conducting the afhe had purchased the whisky. This ed through his body, rendering him
Into with ease.
The citizen Is ata last realizing, as fairs of the state on strict business
As to the first floor metallic furn- being the first time that Whisky was unconscious and knocking out his never before, that
the administration principles.
_
iture,, the expert said it cost $229,- publicly destroyed in the city, several teeth. Hours later Clancy regained of public
affairs is at business that
We
ask
the
support
conscio
of all patriotic
usness,
hundre
people
d
and,
witness
from
apart
ed
the prothe comes close home
231.10 and was worth only $132,to him: that such citizens, regardless of their
• party
l3.53. On the entresol floor the ceeding and cheered the officers as loss of his teeth, is all right.
business must be honestly and effi- affiliations for
the state ticket- -tiecases sere billed lt-$151,T138.40 and they proceeded with the work of deciently conducted, and that his ba1-4_1ected by this
convention, and' for
One day the office boy went to the lot should
worth $54.470.65. Mr. Montague struction.
not be cast as a matter of the policies and principl
es above
editor of the Soaring Eagle and sentime
said Architect Huston "designed" ment, but for that candidate or ;stated, believing that
it will insfire
said: "There's a tramp at the door Party
Bolt Hits Sleeper; lie Lives.
tallic furniture for rooms which do
which shows the highest csipac- , better days for Kentuck
y.
Gloucester, Mass.. June 21.— At and he says he has had nothing to
not contain any at all and that the
plans for which Huston collected a the height of a thunderstorm early eat for six days." "Fetch him in,"
commission of $8,0.00,0 from the state today a bolt tore through the hoese said the editor. "If we can find out
as his own were prepared by a com- of D. W. Wiley, striking the bed how he does it we can run this paper
pany which supplied metallic furn- where J. Frank Clancy, a boarder, for another week!"
iture to the Pennsylvania company.
Seeing the Court.
as well as I do, perhaps better, for
The expert said that the bronze on
In the course of a recent ease be- you see them at work, whi:e I only
the first floor was worth ',UM*
fore Mr. Justice Darling the judge meet them at luncheon." To which
211.213 S. Third St,
Paducah, By.
The state paid FAC,000. '
declined to make a requested ruling, the barrister dryly replied: "Your
saying that, it he did so, the court of lordship sees them at their best"—
appeals would say he was wrong. Law Notes.
Counsel having expressed diaagreesilent with this view, the judge said:
—If it's a "Want-ad matter," don't
The platform of the Republican prevent the packing of juries for
"Well, you know the court of appeals postpon
the
e It too long!
party, adopted in convention at Lou- purpose of securing verdicts
in acisville, as follows:
cordance with the wishes of those in
We approve the policies and com- whose hands the selection of the
You get handsome, well
mend the ability, integrity and cour- juries Is placed, or under whose conappointed carriages
age of President Roosevelt and his trol and direction they are selected.
when I serve you. We
administration, and without expressSeventh—We demand
give promt peraocal atthat. the
a pretty face, a good figure, but
tention
ing a preference for any candidate, books, vouchers and accounts of all
at all thnes.1
sooner or later learn that t h e
•
healthy, happy, contented woman
favor the selection by the next na- municipalities, all publie officers and
AND
ERS
ON,
PHONE 915
is most of all to be admired.
tional convention for president of public institutions supported by the
Women troubled with fainting
one in full accord with those policies, state, counties or cities, and of all
spells, irregularities, nervous irritaand who will energetically earry them corporations in which a city or state
bility, backache, the "blues," and
eut in the interests of all the people. owns the majority interest, either di.
those dreadful dragging sensations,
oannot hope to be happy or popular,
Second—We demand that all elec- rectly or through subordinate corRexall Violet Talcum Powand advaoeement in either home,
tions shall be honestly conducted, porations. trustees or commissioners,
business or social life is impossible.
•
and declare that the cause of good shall be open to Inspection and in(low is the best talcum powder
The cause of these troubles, howgovernment and the future happiness vestigation by any citizen, and shall
ever, yields quickly to Lydia E. Pinkmade.
and welfare of the people of Ken- be regularly audited and the results
ham's Vegetable Compound made
from native roots and herbs. It acts
tucky are inseparably bound up in published by an independent acIt is delicately perfumed
at once upon the organ afflicted and
the suppression of all abuses and countant, who shall not be eligible
and put up in handsome
the nerve centers, dispelling effeccrimes; against an honest ballot, that to re-examine such books, vouchers
tually all those distressing symphave so unfortunately disgraced our or accounts twice in succession.
boxes. See the display in
toms. No other medicine in the country has received such unqualif
ied
state under Democratic rule, deprivEighth—We demand a reform In
indorsement or has such a record of cures of female
ills as has
our window.
ing the people of their rightfnl herit- the management of our
public
age—representative government.
eleemosynary and penal Institutions,
And come try a box.
The law for registration certifi- to the end that they shall be operatMiss Emma Runtzler, of 631 State St , Schenectady, N. Y., writes:
"For a long time I was troubled with a weakness
cates, imposed on the state by the ed be bi-partisan boards, upon proper
which seemed to
drain all me strength away. I had dull headach
Democratic party for immoral pur- business principles, and their inmates
es,
irritable, and all worn out. Chancing to read one of vonr was nervous.
advertisements
poses, whereby votes in Kentucky treated humanely.
of a case similar to mine cured by Lydia E. Pinkhar
n's
Vegetab
le
have
Ninth—We Leyor the enactment
become negotiable Instruments..
Compound, I decided to try It and I cannot express
my gratitude for the
passing by delivery, ought to be re- and enforcemfffit of a uniform local
befieflt received. I am entirely well and feel like a new
person."
-Lydia E. Molthasm'a Vegetable Compound is the
option law, with the county as the
pealed.
most successful
remedy for all forms of Female Complaints, Weak Back, Falling
Third—The judiciary of the'; state governing- unit.
and
Displacements. Inflammation and Clecration. and
is invaluable in preTenth—We demand that the public
In both the circuit and appellate
paring for childbirth and the Change of Life.
courts, should be chosen on non- schools of the state shall be taken
Mrs. Pjnkham's Standing Invitation to Women
partisan grounds, and the continu- and kept entirely out of polities, and
Women suffering fronrany form of female weakness are invited
ance in office of faithful judicial pub- that the Interests and welfare of the
to
mptly communicate with Mrs. l'inkham, at Lynn,
The follovrirli rtkinced rates
Maas. Her advice
lic servants should be determined by children shall have first consideration
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LAST
free and always helpful.
are announced:
no other qualifications than fltaess. in all public school matters.
We call for better schools and
Fotrrth- There should be comFraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Jamestown, Va. — Exposischool houses, for longer school
plete publicity concerning the ex
tion, April 19th to November
terms in the country and better pay
penditure of money for political cam,
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
for the teachers, and the elections
patens, and a law should he passed
excursions on special dates;
for school trustees be had on differproviding for an accounting by can$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
ent days from ottier elections.
didates and campaign managers of
10 days.
Eleventh—We favor amendments
all sums of money collected for politSaratoga Springs, N. Y.—
to state laws permitting and enical purposes.
Knights
eouraginsi joint nominations of the
Templar—$26.20—
Fifth—We demand the redistrict- same candida
July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
te by the different partng
of
Kentuc
ky in legislative, sena- tips,
good returning until July 16,
torial, congressional and judicial diswith privilege of extension
If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness,
Twelfth—We condemn the law,
tricts, which shall give equal repreuntil July 24, upon payment
passed for immoral political purposes
you can't tell just what will happcn.
sentation and equal voting power to
of
$1.00
extra.
creating the racing commission
Through
If you haven't any money what are ye
in
e‘ery
citizen
of every district. in consleeper from Paducah to Bufformity with the plain requirements Kentucky. and demand its repeal.
dot
falo, on train 104, 1:33 a. m.,
Thirteenth--We condemn the ere
of the constitution, and not as at
Saturday, July 6.
You won't miss a little out of each week's earneetment by the Democratic party
of
present
,
in
flagran
violatio
t
Philadelphia—B, P. 0. E.—
n thereof. s large number
ings.
of
Figure out just how much you ean spare.
obnoxio
us
tax
Sixth—
There should
be prompt laws and
$24.40, July 1 1 th to 14th inthe creation of useless ofand efficient enforcement of the
Open
an eecount with us and protect yourself
clusive, good returning until
Ices as the reward of partisan eerycriminal laws of )
r every kind, and at Ice, and
July 23rd with privilege of
against the rainy day in the future. We pay
we promise, if given power.
4 per
all times, but eepeci,ally at this time
extension until
July
cent, on deposits.
31st.
to repeal all such laws and reduce
do we call for the rigid enforcement
Through sleeper from Paduhe
taxes to the lowest possible rate
of the law against' Glows forms of
cah, leaves on train 104, July
sonsistent with an efficient adminis
crimes, which, under the recent ad14th, 1:33 a. in.
tration of the state government,
ministration of, justice, in many comFor information, apply to
Oanclanion.
munities, have gone practically unFor years past the legislation
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Why are the Meier nallroad or Drew Patent or
en
punishe
thieves
Electio
d.
,
gambler
n
s,
tcted by the Democratic party
Broadway or Union Depot.'
Because they wear wherever you put them. 'KidShdes liked?
and
pool room operators and others, to
Try a pair and nee.
lictated by certain of its leaders has
J. T. DONOVAN,
commit r,rfillPfl in the 1nteresk of
lot been for the benefit of
•the
Ail,City T4áetQee
use _..aoutsoll140a-4he loessi--radm
-hrirra-r Ape Mike holder. The
ration_..uf—aoma-411-suar- ..-att.taa 44444 -trtrteai
rre of AlPrfi-TeTfrinon has
been
eoutitieb, should be punished, and thi Oset
Agent Uvion Depot
(-malt:mei
ucarwitree add"
juries iihotild be so iteleeted as to he creation.61, trohttr
new

Beautiful Hair At Small Cost.

The New Store's
Very Attractive
Values.

T

GUY
NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

MEN ADMIRE

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

Real Estate Agency.

r
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RAILROAD NOTES

ALL OUR $15 AND $18 THREE PIECE SUITS $11.88

Mr. S. A. Willett, the well known'
Illinois Central enigne foreman, has
gone to St. Louis on a week's visit
to relatives.
Mr. E. T. Lucas, a brother of Attorney Frank Lucas, Is visiting in
the city, lie is connected with the
:Memphis Illinois Central ticket office,
and was formerly in the railroad service here.
Superintendent A. H. F;:sts and
Roadmaeter A. F. Blitees, of the Louisville division of the Ilfinoie Central,
are in the city making au ft:site:Hon.
The Illinois °entre' shops are
clean today, the windows having been
scoured and brightened,eand the floor
swept clean. High °Metals are vont
tag, and local ofilcials desire to have
the shops present the best appearance
poseible. Mr. J. G. Hetiffer, assist-'
ant superintendent of
maehluery,
and other officials of the ruechaue-al
. department are on a general inspeelion of the mechanical' department.
'and will spend several hours hero
when they arrive.
Mr James SeaLatigidia, Jr of the
Illinois Central machine shops, ta
suffering from a cruelied left held.
which he injured in mit.itinery yesterday.
Snakes at Shops.
Water mocarsin snakes have once
again made their appearance ea the
.planing mill of the Illinois Oentral
tempts.
Yesterday afternoon
Mr.
John Street killed a big specimen in
the caboose department, nearly stepping on it before he discovered his
danger.

Tomorrow, Saturday, is the first day of our reduction sale of spring suits and we can promise
you some tremendous bargains. This is our first spring season in business and every garment in
the house is up to the minute in s,tyle and finish. It is time for two piece suits to be moving
and we simply must have room to show the magnificent line which we bought for your choosing
hence this substantial reduction in three piece suits---cassimercs and worsteds in all the new
weaves, and blue and.black serges. gear in mind $15 and $18 spring suits don't last long at $11.88.
-Li_ -at

FURNISHING GOODS SPECIAL
Friday and Saturday

.

Just to make it worth your while to come in Friday or Saturday while the
assortment of

suits is still

complete, we

are

offering below some splendid

Friday and Saturday we are going to sell all ow broken
lots of $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 men's shoes. There are
vicis, patents, gun metals and velours, both high and
low cuts. In order to add greater interest to our reduction sale of three piece suits, we have set the price at

specials in our Furnishings Department:
Elastic Seam Drawers for men, regular 50c values.
Boston Garters, the kind which are 25c everywhere.

38C

Negligee Shirts, neat patterns and fast colors, 75c quality._
Silk Ties, four-in hands or clubs, 50c one

50C

1 9c
24c

Work Pants for men, strong and well made, a regular 11 25 value_.......74C
Children's 25c Wash Pants, sizes 4 to 14._
------- Sc
Itnlitier Collars, all sizes, the best 25e collar made, for
14c

We Carry the

$5.00, $4.00 and $3.50 Crossett and
Other Fine Shoes $2.98

.$2.98

U.0.GULLETT & C

Wins Medal By Risking Ship.
I
pt,ritted.
Washington, D. C.. June
A
bronze "West Indian" medal was today awarded by the navy department to Rear Admiral Benjamin II
McCallit, U. S. N., retired, now living
in Santa Barbara, Cal., for special
meritorious conduct other than
in
hour, how long will it take the boat at the ;ways probably by next Wedbattle. The medal was bestowed for
to get to Pinckneyville, a distance of nesday..
"rescuing crews from and in close
22 miles? The show boat is hugging
The Faunie Wallace was let of the
proximity to burning ships after the
close to the shore hut if a snag dry docks today and a barge of the
battle of Santiago, July 3,19(18." Mc should be struck it would not be West Kentucky Coal company was
Calla, then commander of the Marhard enough to damage the boat. It lifted out for repairs.
blehead, took his ship close up , to
Is a biz load for a gasoline engine.
Hovering around a high stage for
the burning ships of Carvera's fleet
Emerson's showboat towed by the this time of year, the river rose .2
At the state Republican convention becomes selleh and grasping. Someand saved the Spanish sailors at the
times it beco.meis corrupt and disa.p- Antionete: arrived at s o'clock this since yesterday, bringing the stage
-risk of the deetruction of his own Hon. A. E. Willson said:
up to 28.3. The stage on June 21
"Mr.. Chairmax_and Ladies , and points. the people. We have been morning from the Ohio river.
--ep teem-the exploding magazines
The Saltines will not leave St last year was 10.2. Business is satGentlemen and Delegates of the Re- through that in Kentucky until at
of the Spanish cruisers., •
publican Party of Kentucky In con- last you have lost free and equal Louis until Sunday afternoon for the isfactory at the river. The storms
vention assembled: I cannot express elections for Reputeicaus. but the Tennessee river, arriving in Paducah seem to give Paducah the go-by.
to you the feeling of deep gratitude Democrats, the honest Democrats, Monday Matt or Tuesday morning.
The Joe Fowler was a little late
that hag come to me at this expres- have coma to the point that they
The Savannah will probably arrive arriving from Elvansville today and
•eon of your confidence and kindness. have lost their liberties just as real- Saturday from the Tennessee river left this afternoon with a good endis to me, the voice of the people ly as the opposing party.
bound for St. Louis.
welt trip.
Jilting to a sacred duty. It is receivA Mission of Freedem.
Business as usual was good with
ca by. me as a sacred duty to my
"My brother, we have come to- the Kentucky on arrival last night
Omcsai r °recasts.
uountry, to Kentucky and to all the gether not merely
in the interest of from the Tennessee river. The KenThe Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
people. I shhil do what I can to re- the Republicans, but we come
to free tucky will leave Saturday evening Vernon will commence falling
topay the trust that you have reppeed all the people. Democrats and
Repute- for the Tennessee river.
night and continue falling several
In me. My heart is so full that my 'leans alike. (Applause.) I
sometimes
Not much advantage to local ship- days. At Paducah, will rise slowly
head is not clear. You know how it feel that while
I am moving forward pers results
from broken schedules. during the next 24 to 36 hours. At
is yourself. Every good Republican surrounded by the affection
and,(Regularity, all the
agents of the Cairo, will continue falling slowly
can put himsetf in my place and feel friendship and cheers of
Republicans steamboat
lines in Paduzah say, is during the next 21 hours.
just as I feel, and feel just as help- that I am in a better sense
perhaps a
The Tennessee at Florence and
the only thing that will insure busiless to tell the rest of us about it. raieeionary to the Democrats
who are
ness for the packets. The shippers Riverton, will fall during the next 36
Every one would have the same trou- apprestsed . by the law.
like to ship by river to hold the rail- hours. At Johnsonville, will continue
ble. But while it has swelled 'my
roads in check, but they cannot af- rising during the next 12 to 24 hours
"art, Isay reverently it has not
ford to lay their plans only to find then fall.
welled by head.
The Mississippi from Chester to
that the boat won't be here, or not
A Great Responsibility.
stay here long enough, to take on the Cairo, and the Wabash at Mt. Carmel
"No man can face a sacred duty
is'iil continue falling during the next
business, if it does come.
lit this with any feeling but that
The Georgia Lee arrived last night 21 to 3G hours.
:1 serious responsibility. Here is a
at 8 o'clock from Memphis and took
,great people as warm hearted, as independent, as courageous, as splenon good business in both
A New Ante-eine ot Lincoln.
departRiver
Stages.
did a people as there is on the face
ments, leaving an hour or so later
The day after the great fire follow'17.5 0.2 fall for Cincinnati.
of the eioth, and this people has had Cairo
fag the fall of Richmond, Lincoln.
0.8 fall
7.
ti public affairs come into a condi- Chattanooga
The Peters Lee will arrive Satur- with a small body-guard, walked
Cincinnati
25.8
4.7
full
ion that discourages the people and
day afternoon from Cincinnati going through the streets of the charred
31.8 1.5 fall down to Memphis.
iirts the glorious name of our great
city. As he approached the corner
6.9 0.2 fall
, ate, and we have come together to Florence
The Martha liennen is In from the occupied by Gen. Pickett's residence
12.7 1.2 rice Ohio- river and loftWhy
-gin here tonight the work which Johnsonvilie
for the he directed the guard to wait, and to
11.2 2.2 fall Tennessee river
hall make a change in Kentucky and Louisville
their astonishment ran two steps at
after ties.
Mt.
Carmel
7.e 0.4 fall
ball once more put Keptucky at the
The Lydia left today for the Cum- a time up to the door and rapped.
Nashville
14.6 0.2 fail berland river after
-ry head. (A train went by.)
The servants had fled. The "baby
a trip of ties.
3.3
0.6 fall
"I am not going to try to speak Pittsburg
Thee lleurietta will leave today for bride" had never seen President Linain't that train. That train is only St. Louis
20.6 0.1 fall the Tennessee river after
coln. but she had read his letters to
ties.
ne of the myriad" of trains that are Mt. Vernon
30.5 02 fall
All night and most of the day Is her husband and from him hate
28.3 0.2 rise being put in by the Dick
like shuttles to and fro through laiducah
Fowler In }earned to hold in the highest esteem
:ne great web of business under the
the Cairo trade. The Dick Fowler the great northern president. With
osperity brought upon the greatest
F. Gent's show boat alter IS hours leaves Cairo at 11 o'clock at night her baby In her arms she opened the
srty o'n earth: there are theusands of navigation, was wtlIl In sight this
arriving here at 4 o'clock in the door and looked up at the tall, gaunt
these
and
trains,
f
you can't talk morning from the wharf.
Making a morning and leaving for Cairo again I Ill a ti with the sad face and uncouth
..:ainst them. The Republican ticket mile and k4 ingt an hpur
and allowing at 6 o'olock.
ways.
-• for those trains and
more of a six hours' breakdown
every other
Without a word of explanation he
The Cumberlaed will be finished
I OM

Union Store Card
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Party of Progress, Says Willson,
Can't Talk Against Railroad Train

e
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"Star"
Nainsook
Underwear
N

AINSOOK Underwear is
considered the most de-

sirable of. summer fabrics, on
account of its light weight,
fine texture and non-clinging
_
qualities.
We have the exclusive sale

4

of the best of Nainsook

derwear--"T he Sta r."
The fabric for these garments
is

woven

especially

to

the

order of the "Star" manufacturers.

4

are

These

constructed

garments
on

highly

scientific principles, the inseam of the drawers being one
continuous seam, thus elimina'ing the possibility of their
splitting in

the crotch-the

most vital point of the garment.
The shirts are made in the
approved athletic style, while
drat% era are kiue length.

$1 the Garment
See display 'is Vestihrde
Case.
/
1/
• 4'P
111W-71-Wi". • •

"We begin tonight a campaign
hat Is not intended--(the engine
here created More oolse)=-1 take it
:hat engineer has heard_ the news
applause.)
'
"I started, to say that oer
s not to -Merest.° the- asttemess
.valry of party differences. It is
tart a feeling through all Kentte
f kindness and to accentuate t`
let that we :tr all brothers, and It
eat majority of our people in ben
:etrtlys believe in a square deal al.
1)..lieve in honest management.
he public Interesta, are pat:
aye their country, love their
ut every once in a while it coinesi
to pass that the management of ev:
controlling party
in any state ft
comes unsatisfactory to the people,

'Cordial
Mid.Summer
Greeting
To Taxpayers:
You are hereby reapectfully
minded that the first halt of ye',
city tax is now due. This friethtly
tine Is intended to save you- Iron,
forgetfnlnests, which might east you
10 pei cent, penalty.
Would earnestly requeet all who
:an conveniently do all, to call at the
ity treasurer's office moon as possible
.nd thee avoid the-orovid -that usetlisittiet tie office on the last few
(i'err-Ireete-pise-etalle-bratieleted-4e1. .Call
e n paid June tptit, after
iris awl greatly oblige.
Yours Very ' trtkly.
••
10111/4 3. IlPORI N,
Cltn Treasurer.

Saturday Special
Fine $10.00 and $12.50 Skirts $5.95 and $6.95
There are probably one hundred skirts left iii our stock that sold for $10.00 and
$12.50-little checks, shepherd plaids, stripes, light colors, fancies and solid
colors. They constitute some of the hest values in our store-skirts that can be
worn by the most fastidious woman and they contain only ouch cloth as is used
in the best of skirts. I OR TOMORROW (Saturday)
we are going to give you choice of these skirts for.......
edsaii
Saturday night we have on tap an extra special. This will be in the shape of a
White Summer Skirt. These skirts, between the hours of 7:30 and
9:00 o'clock, will be sold at.

tbE

Gnu 'Iliad

59c

They arc worth from $1.50 to $3 00 apiece and will only he sold between
these hours. Remember the hour-between 7:30 and 9 o'clock.
Half prices still prevail on Kirnoros and Silk House Gowns and we still have
a good assortment of those $1298 suits left to select from that are worth from
$30.00 to $40.00.
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asked:
aid confidence, saying:
"Is George Pickett about?"
"I am George Plckett's wife aid
To hear her husband's name here
is is George Pleketes Irshy."-The
of its title by a Yankee at that trio- World Today,
went was almost the limit, especially
as many a rumor had floated about
A Sad Case.
Richmond concerning the fate which
ire anxiously noted an unseemly
awaited the leaders of the confed- reserve in his wife's manner.
eracy.
"Why do you look eo sad, my
With all the proud dignity the love!" he asked.
could command the baby bride re"I was thinking of a poor little
beggar child that
plied:
tame here this
Pickett is not at home."
morning," replied his
wife. "Just
The stranger seemed disappointed think, Chivies, the poor child was
and, as lee turned to go. remarked: only eight years old and her father
"I am Abraham Lincoln, an old was killed in the Civil war and her
friend of George's."
mother died of sorrow within a year
"Not President Lincoln!" Mrs. afterward."-- Philadelphia Ledger.
Pickett exclaimed. The tall man
shook his head, repeating;
-Half a dozen lines of type. re"No. Jura Abraham Lincoln, George [waded half•dozen days le the classiPickett's old friend."
fied colernes--end even a HARD
Following the instant proniptings TASK is accomplished.
of the heart, which still governs her.
"the baby bride" thrust her baby Into
Fame is the wesid'e admission
the arms of the wait YankeeoElle! that you were really as
good as you
best-eltort to express her venefillot thougiii" rtlfit Nrwrir''

Are You Taking Part in

ur teddy Bear Contest?
Any Boy or Girl Can Enter
These Are the Conditions
Every purchaser of a 25 cent package of
tea or table spoons or forks is entitled to cast
one vote, and to the boy or girl receiving the
greatest number of votes out of a possible
144 we will present this gigantic Teddy Bear
and hope that everyboy and girl in Paducah
will enter this contest.
The vote now stands as follows:
Jake Levy.

3s

Henry Allison

21

Louse Phillips

1

Elizabeth Hills

L W. HENNEBERIER_CO.
"The House of Quality."
.422424 Broadway
loommanammiamma
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4
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youths' should die of tetanus from
the effects of toy pistol wounds in
curred July Fourth, we should not
AFTERNOON ANO WEEKLY
like to a8bUttle the responsibility of
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. some members of the general council.
inieelltrOIL•TinD
BUT HVSBAND DID NOT KNOW IT
V. M. PldlifER, President.
The Persian revolt is „ crushed,
WHEN HE SHOT.
I.L PAXT
ON, General Manager.
.
Guatemala and Mexico are resting on
Bardwell Case.
their arms on the frontier; Japan
SUBSCRIPTION RATES'
Attorney John K. Hendrick, sitIIIntered at the postottlee at Paducah. as administered a good whipping to
Shirts the
ting as special Judge, has decided the
the Formosans; French troops have Strange Tale of Han Who Failed to case of city of Bardwell against the
Li. as second class matter
moment
THE DAILY SUN
the upper hand in the wine growing
Morrill Refrigerator Car company,
tarry Out a Suicide
Ey Carrier, per week
.10 section, and the Lemma has been
deciding that Bardwell can collect a
Pact.
Ay mall, per month, In advance.. Xi smothered.. The world powers at
franchise tax for five years bark, but
By mall, per y.ar, In advance
$1.10 The Hague assembled remind U8 of
can not collect a tax on personal
THE NEEKLY RUN
These are the days when a
property as it is located in Iowa. The
the picture of a lot of women talking
For year, by mall. postage pald..$L00
New York, June 20.—James War- company manufactures refrigerator
over their back ranee*, while they
Man can afford to be a bit exAddress THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
try to keep the children still with dell told the police a strange story cars, and was incorporated in Bardtravagant in the matter of Shirts.
Ogee, 116 South Third.
'Phone LS/ one free hand so they can hear all the today of the circumstances which led welt. Its plant is in Ottumwa, Iowa.
him to shoot and, as he supposed, The ease had been taken under adPayne & Young. Chicago ead New conversation.
The Shirt comes into unusuAl
kill his 19-year-old wife yesterday visement for several months. The
Tack, representatives.
prominence
during the Summer
in
her
amount
flat
will
tax
in
to
aboet.17.000.
West Twenty-fifth
Because the cost of living has gone
KIN can be found at the followup, cab drivers wish to make it more street. Under the pressure of a MerSeason
when
a Man takes so
lag places:
ciless examination from Coroner Ac, In Bankruptcy.
expensive to die.
IL D. Clements & 0111
much liberty with his Vest.
theta he told all. His story is as
An attorney fee of $210 was alVan Culln Bros.
:v411
lowed Attorney Cowper in the case
Palmer House.
What does the advance of one cent follows:
The fabrics arc Mad:as, Cammet the girl on the street four of J. H. Nelson & Son, of Livingston
John Wilhelm's:
on a spool of thread amount to?
Percales, Linen, Silk, Ponbric,
years
ago,
and a year later we were county, bankrupts.
There are 85,01)0,000 people in the
This morning Referee in Banka
United States. Reckoning five to a married. She had been leading
gee, etc. All sizes
family, there are 17,4edi0,01)0 families. pretty gy life, but for a time we lived ruptcy E. W. Dagby confirmed the
in happiness together. Then we quar- sale 'of the jewelry stock of J. L.
Every time every family uses a spool
50c. 75c up to $1.00,$1.50 or $3.00
reled and after a time we separated. Wanner, bankrupt to a Cincinnati
of thread the Thread trust is en"I went to Connecticut, got work creditor. It brought $1,225.
We've thoice Shirts for the
riched $170,000. If every family,
FRIDAY, JUNE 21.
there and tried to -forget her. But It
should *meow spool a week, in a year
who is a conservative spendMan
was useless. I stayed away from her
Deeds Filed.
the trust would profit $8,840,000 by
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
for nearly three years, but at last I
er,
for the Man whose purse
and
Mamie K. Wheeler to J. S. Sellars,
the advance. The trusts understand
came back here and hunted through property on Guthrie avenue, $500.
strings
are looser. We've the
principle
the
taking
of
of
care
the
May, 1907.
the places where I knew she probapennies.
best.
bly would be, until I found her.
In Circuit Court.
4118
16
3995
asked her to come back and live
James and Dora Nelson filed suit
3951
17
3991
The telegraph operators get what with me, I told her I would forget
against M. F Emery today, asking
.
.3951
18
3973 they demanded and will not strike. the past, and we should begin
all that a mortgage be released and a
4
3961
20
3954 We are delighted, and will, of course, Over again.
note held by the defendant, or her
I. ......3961
21
3942 pay our share of the advance.
"She said she was tired of the life agent, be surrendered. The petition
3961
22
4048
she had been leading and wanted to
states that July 17, 1905, the plain$. ......4006
23
3943
We are for street cars to Me- come back to me. She told me she
9
3954
24
3965 chanicsburg, Jefferson boulevard, the had found a friend in my absence tiff became indebted to Mrs. M. F.
10..
3963
25
3961 extension of the city limits to the and would be killed if she returned Emery in the sum of $100, and that
11
3985
27
3955 natural boundary to the westward, to me. Thee she suggested that we a mortgage note was given to George
13
3976
28
3940 more sewers and cleaner alleys. We both die together. We planned it all F. Emery, as agent, for the debt. It
14
3975
29
3935 are opposed to the sale of toy pistols out to kill ourselves with gas, hut states that on December 17, 1906,
the debt was paid but that George
IL
3982
30
3943 and loaded canes, for the same rea- she wanted to make sure that
we
Emery has refused after repeated re31
3943 son that we favored roller skating would both die.
FADER
mortgage or
Total
107,232 on the sidewalks—because we love
"We fixed it up so that we could quests to release the
surrender
Average for May, 1906
note.
the
4001 the children.
turn on the gas. Then if she got unAverage for May, 1907
grind CLOTH/ERs
Anna D. Duncan filed suit against
3972
conscious first and it looked like I
Personally appeared
divorce,
alleging
for
Duncan
R.
J.
before me,
couldn't stand to die by the gas, I
To Wallace park and Tyler, too.
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genWas to shoot her and then shoot my- drunkenness and wasting of his eseral manager of The Sun, who afself. If I got unconscious first and tate. They were married June 11,
firms that the above statement of the
If the conservative general coun- she got scared of the gas she was to 1903, and separated May 1. 1907.
eirculation of The Sun for the month cil will take in all Paducah's contrib- shoot me and then
She asks for $25 a month alimony.
kill herself.
ef May, 1907, is true to the best of utary population, so that we can get
"We closed everyihing up and
his knowledge and belief.
In County Court.
them counted in 19110 and
make turned on the gas. 1 fixed a tube In
PETER PGRYEAR,
A petition was flied in county
them pay for some of the benefits we her mouth. We 'se down on the bed.
.;
Notary Public.
afford them, we may get the anti-toy She breathed in the gas, and after a court today by C. W. Emery, audiMy commission expires January pistol ordinance tacked on
I*•
as a rider. while she looked like she was all in. tor's agent, against James T. Smith,
22, 1908.
"I was pretty weak, but I climbed doing business under the name of
.Of course, you will vote for the over her and started for the door. I The Universal Supply company, to
Daily Thought.
man who buys his groceries, his was losing my nerve. I dropped to reflect a $e00 license tax with 20
my knees because I was weak and per cent penalty. Smith engages In RIG CROWD OF OUT OF TOWN
Be noble! and the nobleness that lies drugs, his dry goods of
you. The fact
In other men, sleeping, but never .that he
FOLKS (*ME IN TODAY.
patronizes you is proof of figured that I would be a coward if I ,the loan business.
dead,
his good judgment and capacity. For didn't carry out the agreement, so I
went back to bed.
Will rise in majesty to meet thine the same
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
reason you take most inown.
l*.41
BROADWAY
i
"I felt her and she seemed to be
terest in the candidate for the °Mee
Senator Edward Carnuick Is Proving
cold. I kissed her and her lips were
—towel!.
ONSWARSIMI
LANDIgie
through which such material as you
Palmer—M, P. Sweet, Chicago; R.
a Great Drawing Card—concold. Then I took the gun, which had
have to sell is purchased. It is not
H. Fleming, Louisville; E. H. Riley.
pail).
cert t'
been on my pillow all the time, and
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
a far stretch of the imagination to
Halls, Tenn.; M. J. McCoy, Martin.
shot her in the head.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will- comprehend from this point
Tenn.;
H.
B.
Johnston,
Union City,
the at"After that I turned the gun on
son, of Lorisville.
Tenn.; V. J. Blew, Nashville; V. A.
titude of men in large businesses.
myself and pulled the trigger. The
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Stilley, Denton: W. G. Morgan, JackProving that an all-star program
first time it didn't go off. I tried
Cox, of Mason county.
We need election reforms in this again and It failed. The third time son, Tenn.; John Dullard, Hopkins- woeld make Paducah during the
For
Attorney
General—James
country. It should start with the was an awful struggle, and it failed ville: A. H. Egan, Louisville; P. P. Chautauqua season, the mecca of pilBreathitt, of Claristlan county.
electors. They should start it them- again. I was sure it would shoot the Wright, Detroit; E. II. Morrow, grims at the shrine of intellectual
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Clarksville, Tein.
culture, within a radius of 100 miles.
selves.
fourth time, but it did not, and then
Mercer county.
Belvedere--d.. E. Silamery, St. the first visitors from out-of-town
out."
lost
I
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin FarLouis; C. A. Russell, Sikeston, Mo.; are in evidence today on the ChauAt the time of his confession WarTHE SCHOOL PLANK.
ley, of MeCracken county.
W. L. Houston, Carrsville; R. L. tauqua grounds to hear Senator Edautopsy
know
dell
that
did
an
not
We quote from the Republican
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
Moore, Aberdeen,' Miss.; D. L. Grace, ward W. Cannack, of Tennessee, in
had disclosed that his wife was dead
Nashville; J. W. De Hart, Louisville; his brilliant lecture tonight "The
L. Bruner, of Breckenridge county. state platform:
when
into
bullet
he
the
fired
her
"We demand that the public
For Superintendent of Public -InF. C. Woodlock. Cairo.
Making of a Man." Arrivals from
brain. Just what charge will be based
Men's Soft Shirts
New Richmete47-J. V. Lane, At- surrounding towns are expected on
struction—J. S. Crabbe,' of Boyd schools of the state be taken and
acknowledgement
inan
of
his
upon
kept
entirely
out
of
r
tittles,
and that
lantic City, N. .1 "
county.
ToneNashnightfale.
until
trains
all
The very popular soft shirts is the cooltent to kill the coroner has not made
ville; H. Nelson, Hampton; 0. W. Senator
For Commissioner of Agriculture the interests and welfare of the chilvirile
Carmack
has a
dren titian have first consideration in known.
est
shirts man ever wore.
Dublin,
BurdettAre.;
—N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
R. C. Brown, force
that made him felt in the senMrs. Wardell, who was strikingly Jackson,
all public school matters. We call for
Miss.; D. Graham, MemWe
direct your especial attention to our
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
ate, and his lectures on the platform
her phis; W.
better schools and school houses, for attractive, was found dead on
W. French, Brookeore Ill.;
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
display in the windows. The shirts are
ring with a strength 'that inspires
longer terms in the country and bet- bed.
Walter Puttle, Fulton; W. D. Bisbee,
For Legislature--George 0. Mcter pay for the teachers, and that
made with soft cuff and bosom, and are to
Sm Ithlan d J, C. .Carter, _Pottsville; his audience. Hon. Charles K. WheelBroom.
ELECTIONS FOR SCHOOL TRUSJ, R. Sabiston, Henderon; C. T. Fo- er will introduce Sentitor Carintu:k.
be worn with Linen collar. However, we
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
His lecture will begin at 8 o'clock.
TEES BE HAD ON• DIFFERENT Every dose makes you feelbetter. Lae. Fes gle, Metropolis.
show a great display of any shirt you
Morning attendance at the ChauWE ARE ALL CITIZENS.
DAYS FROM OTHER ELECTIONS." keeps your whole insides; right. Sold on the
tauqua took a decided leap upward
could
Of course, Mayor Schmitz, of San
possil,ly want.
We could go further in reform; money -back plan everywnere. Price 50 cents.
Notice to roe eublic.
today. Victor E. Baksh. a native of
Francisco, was a union labor man; but we indorse every word of this.
The steamer Dick Fowler will OfGreat Values in Men's Wash Ties
India, delivered the first of three
but that is not what made him steal. It indicates that, at less. one great
Magistrate—What! Do you mean fer
ircduced tround trip tickets good lectures on
India and its people and
The vital principles of unionism are political party
recognizes evils in to say your husband struck-yen, and
during June 20th. 21st and 22nd, for his lecture, with
50c Ties for 25c
Mr.
the interest
Unsullied by the action of this con- our school system and that this plat- he that physical wreck? Mrs. Mathe benefit of the Egyptian Hustlers' James
Speed has created, drew the
temptible scoundrel. The unions in form was not a preconceived docu- loney—Yes, yer
honor; but he's
We are offering a fifty cent value Wash
meeting at Cairo. One fare for the largest crowd out this morning
that
San Francisco only are injured in so ment, intended to bridge over thin mile been a physical wreck since he
round trip. Boat will leave Paducah has attended in the forenoon.
Tie,
in all the popular colors, four-inTo
politica
lee: but a body of principles struck me.—Independent.
far as they stood sponsor for his
on these days at 6 a. m. sharp, in the pronounce Mr. Bakish's name correcthand or club—ties made with body, to
caneidate. They have burned their studiously prepared to net actual
place of S a. rn , and leave Cairo 11 ly, say the word "buckshot" and
Angers playing with fire. The labor- existing conditions. This is a mighty
stand up under launder work. The most
—Wedding invitations, announce- p. tn in the place of 3 p.
m. Go and leave off tile "ot."
good
plank
for
Prof.
J.
G.
Crabbe
to
men
ing
more than any other class of
ments and every cnaracter of en- enjoy Cairo's hospitality.
popular ties of the season, 25c.
"Won't you come with me to seee
American citizens have been injured stand on in his contest for superin- graved work is given careful, perGIVEN
FOWLER.
Pass.
Agt.
tendent
of public instruction. It is, sonal attentton
me put on my hat," asked Mr. Haksh
through the manipelation of legislaSuit Cases and Grips
at the Sun Job °Mee.
of two young women, who had betive and executive officials by adverse what The Sun is contending for in
The Dawn of Reason,
We offer acme very attractive prices in suit
come interested in that gentleman.
interests. They should have learned Paducah.
In the days of unreason, when This interesting process -consisted
from this the lesson that straightof
cases
and grips, for vacation travels, at all
thinking by the many was at a dis- winding the native turban around
Loeb laughs at the idea of war
his
forWard, honest execution Of the
prices.
count, and man aecepted and follow- head. Then they lead him off
with Japan, President Roosevelt has
toward
laws, enacted for the benefit:Of the
ed the beaten trails of custom, super- the Woman's club tent.
gone to Oyeter Ray for the summer
whole people and not for classes, is
Underwear
and the whole adrninietration gives
stition and prejudice, disease was
Following a romp of tkaAlidren
best for the laboring man, the provoice to assure us that there never
thought to be the results of the ac- lead
by Miss Ilemenway, MW James
fessional man, the merchant and the
was any danger of war. But we hear
Knee length drawers,
tivities 8f evil spirits. In order to
Speed lectured this tuornieg otze t'A
farmer. There are relations in life
the sigh that precedes Loeb's smile.
cure, the spirit must be driven out, Winter's
short sleeve ,shirts,
Day Afield." The large sixwhich separate the mechanic from we
accept the president's apparent
and spells and incantations were re- (hence that
heard Mr. liaksh, stayed
the farmer, and the lawyer from both
11 a suit.
unconcern as a bit of theatrical bysorted to. Later man considered dis- to hear Mr. Speed
and his lecture
of them; but these relations do not play and
remember that when we
ease a visitation of the just, wise, was illuminated
by the qUestions
pertain to the interests of all as were most
importunate the state deCollars
"We'll fight it out along this line merciful Almighty Father—Who in they asked. Tomorrow morning Mr.
citizens of this country. There can partment had
no Information to im- if it takes all
slimmer." Ile meant His infinite wisdom, they thought, Speed appears for the last time.
be no difference there. We cannot part. There is no danger
of war now, what be said and he won.
saw fit to infilst pain,"misery and deThe Wesleyan male quartet Is enNew, cool collars, deunderstand why the carpenters' or and Loeb is admonished
to smile.
tertaining
We mean what we say, and we are formity on His children.
the Chautattquans this afthe telegraphers' nnion should re-0
signed
for summer
As
man
began to make use of his terhoou followed at 4:11at tte.ttle
going to win. We say we are going
quire a kind of mayor different from
The gravest danger to our Amerithinking powers he began to realize Chautauqua Concert company.
wear.
to
fight
It
out
along
this
line
if
it
that required by a Methodist preache can institutiotts is the lowering of
that disease is not a thing but a conThreatening- weedier undouhted1)
er, a homeopathic doctor or a furn- our indlsidual standards of honor. takes a lifetime of summers.
We want you to get better wages. dition; a state, a discord in nature, affected the attendance last night at
iture dealer.
How can we differential* between
Mr. Workingman; we want you, Mr. and that "within himself .he must the Chautauqua to, hear Mr. Lou 3.
the essential principles or a man, who
Merchant to sell more goods; we seek succor:" that the laws of nat- Beauchamp. But a 1;0°d-crowd heard
Maybe some of those reckless auto will deliberately cheat a railroad
want our city to be prosperous and ure or the laws of God, and that both hint and were glad they attended for
drivers believe that a man whose company out of a nickel, and a man
eeopled with a contented eittzenship. aro perfect.--improvement, as well few lectures have been given here
horses are frightened can't shoot who will rob a house? How can we That Is why we are
which containd more sound thought.
insisting upon as disregard of them impossible.
fairly accuse a man who bribes legstraight.
Health is normal and natural. Os- lie addressed his remarks particularunion stores, union clerks, union
islatures and public oilleials, when
wages and conditions and union hours' teopathy 90 reeognizes it and endeav- ly to young men and emphasized the
And teenier:if tee newspapers heard we work to elect men to the general of labor. It cost our organization ors, when the symptoms become man- need of character as the corner-stone
of It until Cleveland was well again. council and school board for no rea- $3:04141.000 to get an eight-hour day ifest in the human body, to discover of their lives In sneceesful careers.
ch other than that they will favor
Miss Metsker, the soprano, whose
and the closed shop—but, WE GOT and right the cause. The osteopath
us In our private business?
most
searches for and locates thestructural singing has been one of the
There Is something less than oriIT!
Why Age !furrow* Wines.
!fume(' the harshnees of new wines
pleasing features Of the Chautauqua,
ental cunning in Ambassador Anklet
"Why do
And In lees than two years! And derangement. No matter what is the
wines improve
with Old winos are delicious because the
That Chicago preacher, who was
Mies
Carroll,
the
popular
violinist,
nature
of dl8raine, it could not exist
President
Roosevelt's
age?"
we're still game.
ateeniting
taleohol and siuter and acids and ethand Miss Ilemenway, will give a con%Hoare on the subject of indemnity exonerated of the charge of writing
"Because they marry," answered ers have" all married together
it may take some money at some If there was normality of structural cert
into
love letters to a married woman and
tonight
preceding
the Carmaek the
•
for stesaults on the Jape In San
time to get Paducah to believe as we make up.
expert.
one
fragrant
compound."--New
found guilty of a "lack of caution."
lecture.
Osteopathy
much
doing
Is
for popFraticisco for assent.
"Marry?"
dq, but we have both and besides all
•
York Press.
should take to heart the good, old
pie in Padu.ah you know well and I
this, WE imp RIGHT.
''Yes;'that is the term need in the
Went
Sun
Use
ads.
for
maxim: "If you can't be good, be
results.
Get in the band wagon. Mr. Buse should like to refer you to some of
trade. 'This sherry,' we say, 'hat
—Place your orders for seedling
We obset‘e it was quite within the careful."
them, at any time, If you are Internee& Man!
married well." or ebate96 hot* has Invitations at hotne. The Sun
ranee of possibility to assemble the
is
ceded, or to have you Consult me with
married hastily.' We Innen by a showing as great an assortment as
'general council In special western to
Sure 'Enough.
to lealte_puilau,lar...silsa
..a14•• S
.44rotwilmis r sviseee-- stesekteseeleee- ete e-enterer*
4- take ihe city lirnerttlit out of
prices"
.717
(1 Fret-TITTreltitig tnore q Trie LaJ
CaIi"me at 14o7..er eaonle to My OrWI CM,
corn sate--the wieohol, the anger, murk lower than you will have to
hands of the doctors. bat fl Is too It did a hundred years agol'
fire, 516 Broadtvay, upstaire, at any
f ,.f. 230;
Teleption,
residence the erfrbonle acid and so on— have, pay elsewhere.
late to pate the anti toy pistol law
eVIcks--"And yet few of tit- would
time from 9 a. In, to noon. or 1:30 987.
Wended together emoothly. In a
in Hine to prevent a profit to dealers like to be the people who lived then."
to 5 p. mu. Dr. G. it. FroagA, Osteomac
.merle A to 9 a m : 2 to '4 new wine this blending, this marYou !nest mantel- )Our own mood*
in these children 'Miens It any —Mosaarvillo Joartaal4
P11111.
p. .m; Stindays, 2 to 3 p. m.
riage, has not yet' taken place, and i before you can master men,
_
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SHE WAS DEAD

Choice Negligees
Men of taste will appreciate our handsome
tiwy clap their eyes on them.
Made of beautiful fabrics and in new summer patterns.

mem I

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway

DESURGER'S

323

GRAIL

Broadway

CHAUTAUQUA

k

Suggestions in
Clothing and Furnishings for Men

for Hot Weather

GRANT
Once Said
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has been here for a short time and GORNI IN'S SON LIKE FATHER."
went on to Hickory titis moruing - -Mayfield Messenger.
Mara land State *elates Rules °ovaMiss Mary Gregory bait gone to
I) Democrat ic Con t entithtl.
visit her uncle, Mr. J. W. Gregor),
TTT,e of Yazoo City, Mies., sad front there itsItiznore, Set , Jane 21.— State
wil: go to her home in Sherman, Senator Arthur, P Gorman ruled the
Tex. Miss Gregory spent the winter Howard count) Democratic convenFor Guild Benefit.
Fur the benefit of the Guild of the here with the family of her uncle, tion today, just as his father ruled
Grace Episcopal church a clever little Mr J. F. Harth, of North Ninth the state and county party organizacomedy is to be given the first week street, and -has gained many friends tion, for many years.
in July. As for the place of present- In the city.
He was renominated for state seni lig it has no; been definitely decided,
Mr. W. T. Blackard and Miss Nan- ator and his friends sly if the Demohut a stago may by erected on Colo- cy Wiley, of Jackson, Tenn., are vls- crats control the next legislature he
net L. I). Husbands' court on Jeffer- iting Mr. Blackard's brother, the will be the recognized leader. Young
son street, or the Casino at Wallace Rev. J. W. Blackard, of Jefferson Gorman not only bears a striklue
park may be selected. Miss Anna street.
physical resemblance to his father,'
Bird Stewart, of Cincinnati, formerly
Mr. J. F. Harth is in Philadelphia but also has inherited his political,
teacher of English in the High school, on a business trip:
shrewdness.
Miss Carrie Biyi.be, teacher in the
who'has been visiting in the city for
While Congressman Fred Talbott,'
We put in this sale all our Ladies' Tailored Suits, includthe last several weeks, will play the Washington building, -has returned the boss of Baltlinore county, and a
ing cloth suits, in stripes, checks and solid Whirs, in eton or
leading role and will have charge of to her home in Tennessee to spend Maryland member of the Democratic
half fitted ooats, marked exceptionally low at first, on acthe rehearsals. The hest talent in the summer vacation.
national committee, is the organizacount of their late arrival, we are going to clime them out
the city will be-selected and the cast
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kortz and tion's favorite for l'nited States sennow at half price.
will contain about 25 persons. "The child, of Jackson, Tenn., arrived this ator, young Gorman, in event of a
Romancers" is the title of the com- morning -end were the guests of contest, may make a play to succeed
Readq-to-Wear Separtment.
edy and it is said to be a fine tine Misses Anna and Ella Larkin, 409 his father.
and especially adapted for the pre- South Sixth street, until noon when
them to Owens- BURGLARS FRIGHTENED
sentation by
amateurs. Incidental they accompanied
music will be a feature of the even- boro, where they will visit. Before reAWAY FROM RESIDENCE.
ing. Under Miss Stewart's manage- turning the Misses Larkin will attend
Burglars were frightened awe)
ment the play is certain to be a sue- the Chautauqua at' Owensboro and from the residence of Mrs. Manic
-ONLY SHAMMING.
eees--and- aelarge audience may be ex- then go to Cincinnati for a summer Cobb, 616 Broadway, last night becourse.
pected to be in attendance.
tween 11 and 1,
2 o'clock before they
The man was cold and stern;
Miss Nellie Rouse is visiting her gained- entrance to the house. The
The maid was cute.
sister, Mrs. James Griffin, of Dallas, family had retired and a noise was
McKinney-Sexton.
It made us fairly burn
Miss Sarah McKinney, of Cadiz. Teg.
heard at a rear window.' A tele
To aee the brute
Dr. Edward Davenport, and Mr. phone message to the police station
and Mr. Morris Sexton, of this city,
Phone
Not
in
Hampton,
were
Neglect that girlie fair,
Hodge,
of
Orville
were married in Brookport, Ill., last
brought Patrolmen Brennan and
Orders
Accepted
--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
That slender
o'clock. the city yesterday.
Thursday afternoon at 5
Shelby to the scene. A thorough
--Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner. And from the window stare
Miss Louise Janes went to Cairo search of the premiles failed to find
The bride is a popular girl in Cadiz
Polite service.
Throughout the trip.
and is a charming young lady. Mr. today where elle will be the guest the burglars, who evidently
made
—Emerson Floating Palace at the
Sexton is an employe of the Paducah of friends sekeral days.
their escape over the back fence
Nolin,
will
Wells,
of
river tonight.
Hallie
Miss
Although she was as shy
Furniture Manufacturing company,
through adjoining yards.
—Dr.!Gilbert)' osteopath, 400%
As is a birg,
and came here January lprom Cadiz. leave tomorrow for her home after
Broadway. PhoHe 196.
He let the time drag by
Mr. and Mrs. Sexton are making their being the guests of the Misdhs Calissi,
The Business of Baseball
Tenth and Madison streets, for sev—Columbus Peyton and Marlah
Without a word.
home in this city.
The game as nationally organized
eral weeks.
Perry, colored, were married yester- We longed to kick the dolt,
is divided into major and minor baseday at' 621 Adams by the Rev. W. N.
Miss Marion Adair, of Louisville, is
And but for her,
"Southern Day" at the Tent.
haft. This is a distinction which pre
today
or
tomorrow
arrive
Phillips.
He might have had a jolt.
This was "Southern ,Day" at the expected to
veils betweu the players profession Mabel Calissi, Tenth and
—Fine carnations at 50c per dozI do aver.
Woman's elqb tent and It proved the to visit Niles
veils between the players professionMadison streets.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
most successful )et. A large audipromoters in their understandings
Mrs. Ross, of Madisonville, wife of
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon- But we, it seems, were wrong,
ence was out today on account of
promayor of ethat city, with one another—it is both a
former
Ross,
pr.
day lune,hoon for ladies and gentleAnd off the scent.
the strong program, and this evening
fessional and commercial division.
A.
Mayor
D.
of
family
visiting
the
ti
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare. They reached their town ere long,
Hon. E. W. Carnistek, of Tennessee,
The two major leagues, the National
Yeiser, at their country home.
—Colored souvenir post-cards of
And as they went
and the American, are each an assowill speak, so nreparations have been
Incorporated.;
Miss Susie McGowan, of Go:c.onda,
the city. Something entirely new in They left from seat to door,
ciation of clubs (or properties, in the
made to serve a large crowd. The
arrived today to visit Miss Bessie
Ill.,
the line. Just arrived and are now on
To be precise,
financial view) whirl) employ the star
tent was prettily decorated with flags Goekel, 226 North Fourth street.
sale at R. D. Clernents & Co.
Upon the Pullman floor
players of the country and handle
and hospitality was extended to all
Benof
the
editor
Barry,
E.
Judge
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
A trail of rice.
who called at the tent. Tomorrow is ton Tribune-Democrat, was in the them according to the business
LOST GI.OVE—One brown Jr,\ ing
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
—Courier-Journal.
methods made neceseary _by metroglove. lieturn to The Sun for a ref:
the last day and those in charge will city today.
Phone 351.
politan demands. On the other hand
be: Mrs. Frank Boyd, chairman; Mesward.
_
Miss Grace Williams, of Krebs
—We give you better carriage and
GETS CHUNK OF IOWA.
dames Hal Walters, Lloyd Boswell, station, arrived this morning on a the multitude of minor learles, also
WANTED—Position
by stead
;
-better service for the money than
composed of professional players.
Paul Dysart, Mildred Davis, James P. visit.
young man with good education. AdIs given by any transfer company in Erratic
afforded
provide the best that can he
Missouri River Moves 0,000 Smith, Charles Wheeler. E. P. Noble,
dress L, care Bun -America. Fine carriage's for special
Mrs. Will Clark and Miss May by crowds of the second and third
Acres to Opposite Shore.
Saunders Fowler, Louis Rieke, Oscar
occasions on short /whim: also eleROOM'S for rent—Furniaed
or
morn,thi
returned from Kevil
Magnitude. There' are about thirtyEAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Gregoey, D. H. Hughes, William Mc- Orme
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
unfurnished, with or without board.
altogething.
leagues,
and
baseball
three
Sioux qty,
24.— By 'cut- Pherson, treasurer; E. W. Baker,
MITA:HELLS for—high-grade bicy- 1309 Jefferson.
—Tonight the local Elk's lodge
ting through Sand-urn lake, hi Mon- Mary G. Palmer, James Rudy, I. D.
Miss Lena Clark. of Union City. er they furnish the regular series of cles, 326-328 South Third
street.
will initiate Fred G. Gay, Clarence
in
the
towns
and
WANTED—To rent five room
roe count:, this morellos the -Mis- Wilcox and Frank Rieke; Misses has returned home after a visit to games to 256 cities
Runton, George Monroe and George
FOR DRY WOOD, Old Phone house .and stable. Address G. B.
souri river moved 6,000 acres of Anna Webb, Rebecca Allen, Har- the family of Mr. Will Clark. She united States nad Canada—for CanPhillips, of the Emerson floating
Ficklin, R. F. D. No. 4, city.
by -Miss Edna ada has become a part of us in this 2361.
Iowa land over to the Nebraska b.-twee riette Rains, of Nashville; Mary Bos- was accompanied
palace.
respect, and crosses our borders rege
P IttIRE for rent. Good grass
Farmers whet -went out to plant corn well and Minnie Terrell.
Clark.
FOR RENT—Five rooms with all
—Gay, the handcuff king, at the
uiarly to give us pitched battles: A and plenty of water. Phone 334-2.
reaped a harvest of catfish, as the
Elizabeth, the daughter of Mr. and
conveniences for rent cheap 320
river tonight.
these
players
for
season's pay roll
river swallowed
up
almost two
FOR heating and stovewood ring North. Sixth street. ,_91d phone 2174
Mrs. C. F. Akers. of 735 Goebel aveSupper at Park.
amounts approximately to $4,000,- 437 F. Levin.
—City subscribers to the Daily whole farms. Sand Hill lake formeror 53r. V. H. Thomas.
nue, is recovering from an attack of
Miss
Mary
B.
Jennings
will
give
a
Centurj
Sun who wish the delivery of their ly was the river bed and has
been a
pneumonia.
FOR EARLY breakfast wood old
FOR SALE—A little house and
papers stopped must notify our col- fishing resort for fifteen, years. It is supper at the park this evening to
phone 2361.
2% acres of ground half mile east of
the Misses Botweits visitors and a
Mrs. P. H. Pugh, of Ripley, Tenn.,
lectors or make the requests direct now destroyed.
Police (siert.
In
few other friends.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. M. ByWANTED— Good washerwoma.n. Lone Oak. Nice crop on it. Apply
to The Sun office. No attention will
Fred Grover was held over for
at once and get a bargain.
era Robertson,819 North sixth street.
J. W.
be paid to such orders When given • Athletics at
pistols from Apply to 417 N. Fourth street.
and
watches)
stealing
Shamrock Hall.
Mr. Tom Coburn and Charles FitzYork, R. F. D.'No. 2, city.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
The Rev. C. P. Adams, of Bowling
—1t
farm.
ANTED—A
cook,
either
'eh
tie
Noble's
Robert
Touight at Shateroek hall, in Ms. —
from
—For the best and cheapest livery chaniesburg, a combination wrestling Green, left this morning for his patrick returned this morning
Mrs. Eliza Sweeney was given 50 or colored, 1622 Jefferson street.
WANTED—Twenty to twenty-41v•
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope- and boxing exhibition will interest, home, where he was called by the Cairo.
In jail for being drunk and dis- --BEST 25 cent meals in City at carpenters for building and repairdays
V.
W.
Mr.
and
Loving
H.
H.
Mr.
land's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
orderly.
ing freight cars. Wages 2-5 cents
Whitehead's.
hundreds of Paducah sports. Her- serious illness of his child. He has
from Geneva,
—Have The Sun mailed to you or Diann Santello will go against five been assisting the Rev. J. B. Perry- Eaton have returned
Other cases: L. E. Jenkins, using
per hour, ten hours per day. No
court.
FOR
RENT--7-room
attend
to
went
thes
ileum.
805
where
Columbia
any of your friends going away for Paducah wrestlers, agreeing to down risen in conducting a revival in Mecontinued;
profanity,
trouble; steady work for competent
South Third. Phone 222.
Kennett Kemper, of ChicaMaster
ordinance,
chanicsburg
and
he
will
of
return
as
breach
the summer. The address will be them all within an hour. There will
hirg Company,
men. Apply to Mt Vernon Car Mfg.
go, is visiting his grandfather, Mr. D. continued; L. D..Sanders, breach of
FOR RENT—Small house. Phi?
changed as often as desired, and the be a tour-round fast boxing bout bee soon as possible.
Co. Mt. Vernon, III.
street.
Monroe
521
Roberts,
C.
433.
Mr. J. P. MeEirtith, of Murray.
rate is only 25c a month.
ordinance, continued; Robert and
tweet) "Kid" Nolan and "Young"
GET OUT of the we... Jobs won't
Mrs. W. H. Moreland and Miss
passed through the city today on his
Blanket Bush, colored, immorality,
DETROIT JEWEL gas range for be so easy to get next year. We
—Made fire proof ty a fine sprink- Murphy, two colored fighters.
were
Metropolis,
Moreland,
of
can
Ethel
way
to
Dawson
Springs.
continued.
sale cheap. Apply 1-014 Jefferson. use 500 machinists. Highest wages;
ler system installed
recently, the
Miss Jeanette Rittoff, 1027 South In the city shopping today.
Entethained Last Night.
Dixie Knitting Mills at Eighth and
LouisFOR
RENT— Furnished room, steady
employment
C. Flournoy went to
guaranteed.
Mr.
Fourth street, went to Louisville toA Collector.
Miss Agnes O'Loughlin entertained
Norton streets, have taken out a six
414 Clark. Old phone 1,366.
business connected
Transportation advanced to machinville today on
day
where
she
will
visit
friends.
attracted
was
stranger
passing
A
years' insurance policy with Hum- last night at her home, 92-5 BroadMr. C. R. Wade, of Golconda, was with the Rehkopf bankruptcy case.
FOR SALE—Piano cheap. Apply ists, having first-class references. We
frightful screams coming from a
mel Bros., the large insurance agen- way, in honor of her brother. About
Mr. Spencer Starks went to Cairo by
any
in the city this morning and left. on
to
123 North Sixth. Old phone 1751. positively make no charge In
road..
the
cy. This system is arranged so that fourteen guests were prevent during
"Hust- little house not far from
way, manner, shape or form, for sethe noon train for Dawson Springs. this morning to attend the
to
ran
he
horse,
HOUSE
tying
his
FOR
RENT—Apply
Hurriedly
1218
nee would melt the water conduits, the evening. Music was enjoyed durand
Leake
curing jobs for machinistsj Address
Mrs, J. H. Ryan, of Central City, ler's". Messrs. Chariots
found out that a little Clay.
flooding the building and extinguish- ing the evening and
refreshmente
with references The National Metal
Will Henneberger will go this even- the house and
returned
to
her
today
after
vishome
and
quarter,
ing fire anywhere in the buildings. were served.
boy had swallowed a
WANTED—Good barber for Sat- Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0.
ing.
iting
Hugg,
Dr.
Louis
Twelfth
and
what to do, urday. Ellis & Wiillaurs, 408 BroadWith such a system Hummel Bros.
Mrs. J. R. Burkholder and Mrs. J. his mother, not knowing
Monroe streets.
• way.
wrote all the policies for the compaNew Home at Benton.
'Emanuel Lasker, the chess expert,
H. Burkholder, of Ashland City, re- had become frantic.
Mr.
Harry
Kolley,
of
-Memphis,
arny and will take all other business
The stranger caught the little felW. M .Earnes secured the contract rived In the city today to visit his turned to their home today after a
SHORT ORDER lunches a spe- was discussing the ethics of a certain
offered. Hummel Bros. have written to build a $4,0'00 residence in RenP. H. Burk- low by his heels, and, holding him cialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South style of play. "Well," he ended,
aunt, Mrs. J. B. McGuire, 601 North ten days' visit to Mrs.
several large policies lately on man- ton for W. G. Dycus. A. L. Lassiter
up, gave him a few shakes. whereup- 'hint street.
holder, 1728 Jefferson street.
laughing, "I suppose it is all right;
Fourteenth
street.
•
ufacturing plants that
have taken in the architect.
went to on the quarter soon dropped to the
Gray
Patrolman J. R
'LOST—Black cutaway coat and hut It is intricate, eh? It is like the
Mr.
A.
L.
Joynes
returned
from
precautions against fires.
at floor.
Springs today
brown veil. Return to Levy's, 317 subject discussed in the debating soMayfield at noon, where be went on White sulphur
--$100 reward will be paid toIn the Adirontlacks.
"Well, mister", said the grateful Broadway.
noon, where he will visitshis brother
ciety. 'Is it wrong to cheat a lawbusiness trip.
a.
night by the Emerson Floating Pala
gone
be
"Guides are said to be scarcer than
mother, "you cert-n-) knowe,1 how to
yer?' The decision, after three
Mr. Ben Keys, of Mayfield, was in and recuperate. lie will
[FOR
RENT
-Third
-floot
7--o
rer
ace who will bring handcuffs Gay ever this year."
week or two.
get it out. Are you a doctor?"
hours'
argument, was: 'Not wrong,
the city today on a.business trip.
Frank
Just's
barber
shop,
117 N. 4th
will not get out of.
Mrs. John Farmer, 605 Broadway,
"I'm not surprised."
"No, madam," replied the stran- St-Apply F. M.
but too difficult to pay for the trouMr. Charles A. Russell, of Sikeston
Fisher, Post Office.
noon,
at
today
Princeton
"Nor I. Next we'll hear that guides Mo., is the guest of his brother, Mr. went to
ger, "I'm a collector of internal reveble.'"
FOR RENT — Newly —decorated
A woman prays for a thing that Is are extinct"— Louisville Couriervisit friends four nue."—Exchange.
•
R. H. Russell, of North Fourteenth where she will
apartments.
Modern
improvements.
becoming te her to come in style the Journal.
weeks.
Faith
is not built by failing to take
street.
Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
way a Open does for his ship to come
fair accounts of all the fusets
Dr. J E. Chipps,
Birdeville, was
in.---N44 York Press,
Year.
Record
FOR
THE
BEST
A
sandwiches,chile
A greedy hand never gathered in the HO last night.
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
Though the firht half of .1907 has
enough to feed Its ueedy heart,
George Wilson, of Paducah, who
alcasualty
South Third street.
not paseed, its record- of
of 1906.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed Al.
ready. exceeds the total
Special Sale of
AN UNEXPECTED SURPRISE.
wqrk gthranteed. Solomon, The TailThere have ben thirty-eight railroad
or, 113 South Third street. Phone
accidenfe of more than ordinary maghave
1016-a.
nitude, in which 273 persons
ti A RN EtiS, saddles and
been killed and 925 injured.
repair.
Twentj-three steamers have belt'
Don't forget Paducah Harness and Our } .11111.11.,
,(11t. I'
wrecked, involving the loss of 902
Saddle Co.; 204 Kentuck.r avenue.
perssask
7'te
lives.
New phone 546.
Fancy Utile Star Flour, per sack 65c
acmine
thirteen
ben
have
There
Manufacturers' Samples
ONE NICE furnished
room for Half Patent Flour, eer sack
69-e
cidedts in which 355 persons have
rent, With all modern conveniences. ilammond's Calumet llama. lb 15%e
perished.
Gentlemen preferred. Inquire at 71; Fancy Pl7nic llama, per Th..
Nhese casualties have been due to
Kentucky avenue.
Pure Hog lard lit MTh bucket $1.25
in
a
ignorance
human negligence or
;Tic
'FOR
RENT -Four rooms, all coi- Pure Hog Lard h 1b bucket
large part, but nature has been detoo
vehlenees, over my store. Solomon, Fancy Michigan Potatoes peck
structive also. Tidal waves have
The Tailor, 113 South Third. Phone New home grown rotatoee peck 30e
earthquakes
2.240,
swept away
4 cans Fancy Standard Corn for 25c
1016-a.
5,100, hurricane* 530, cyclones thus
Fancy Italy Lemons, per dos
10c
I LOST—Opal set out of ring th
is
far, seventy.
21e
'Meorning between -Ninth and Clay and Fancy sweet Oranges, per dos
The Mould has a silver lining, how1.5-c
There are plenty of
Hank Bros. store. Finder please re- 7 bars Octagon Soap for
ever. The total of gifts and bequests
t'el 'IC, t'eln
3 CRON Hi Lo Bak. Powder for
2.1e
turn to this oMce.
to Nell in this lot worth
in all forms of philanthropy in less
2 pkgs. White Line Wash Powder Sc
'To progress—keep in the line
1
-WANTED—A
stenographer to T
)
. 4 tbs. Soda .Crarkers for
than six' months of 1907 is larger
2-5e
of progress."
$1.00 and $1.25 each;
general office work. Address, giving
than the total for the twelve months
Fancy Tomatoes, per basket
35c
Our Summer Suits are right in
age,
experience
and
salary
expected.
all linen damask, hemline with the best ideas fur RICO'S
of 1906 being 2109,961,589, as comRemember we are the sole agents
I"Industry," care The Sun.
dress.
pared with 2106,281,083. And nevfor Golden Gate Coffee, the finest on
stitched a n d fringtd.
WAN'TED--ific-buy a second-hand sarth
We carefully examined the
er have there been five months durgas range. Must be in good comb
Beautiful patterns.
clothing of the best makers, then
ing the !are twenty-five
years in
we pliced our erders and had
tiOn. Address "H." care Sun ofii•-••
which t-he total of embezzlement and
had these mate made specially for
*Wag price.
varinus forms of defalcation has
us; we know just what we sell.
I 14A11111111i DrirlrY buss retnoved
See our window
been as small as in the
first -five
You'll find our label on every
taller Whey to 121 South Ninth street
months of 1907.--Chicago Tribune.
suit -It's our guarantee, (not the
near Broadway. where he would be
Display.
guarantee of a far off manufacpleased to nee his c'ustothers Clean
turer) and if any suit goes wrong
Will Speak at Murray.
bring It back and we'll give you
lag and pressing neatly done, Old
Hen, John K. Hendrick is one of
phone 462-a,
four speakers of western Kentucky satisfaction..
-reTOR
Thel/wie wig, tonight at the'?
'Murray OR Judy Fourth, at a big celFrank Hagerty have formed. a parthall, Ils Seoth Thiel Street
,ehration. Others are James H. Garnership to do all kinds of plastering.
,
net, Cadiz: John 8. Rhen. MadisonH. J. ELLERBROOK,
anti the office will be at Weikel's
4N1-111 IllealawAY
"T'e *are!"
BRGADWAY
Mlle, and Thomas C. RYe, Paris
ornef., 1215 South Fourth,
310
'
Estimates
• e`ottir%
Tenn,
cheerfully gives at any time.
•

udic,Shah'pis Co.

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

89c fiets $1.25

dome 'exceptional Valueg in

On Saturday, 22nd

Jaikr 6uits

89 Cents Cash

Suring 'Cur, lune Vlearanee dale

Will buy at Hart's next
Saturday a pair

CURTAIN STRETCHE
That sells everywhere at

$1.25
They are well made of the best material, the easiest style to attach curtains to; are fall size and strong.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

••••••

ENGLERT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....

All Linen Towels
48c

NOTICE

tioah's Ark Variety Store

t

I

S

Isota
—sseve'aefteeeetaseetimillillthtialutusinsi.

•

••••••••e:
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•

Kidney Trouble
Have you kidney or bladder trouble?
Do you want tobe well?
Cleanse your kidneys with a box of Lantz's
Rcd Kidney Pillets.
They never fail to do the work.
If you suffer its your own fault.
The Ptilets will cure you.
It's no harm to try it anyway. If you are not beneflt
ed
it will not cost you a cent.
That's fair, isn't it?

MISSISSIPPI Is
TO BE DISCARDED

PAJAMARITE ,CLASS STRUGGLE
PAlO MAY

ATM
•••••••

a"D'L) i :ATc
I,
Ct

IS RECOGNIZED

1
Canal From Great Lakes to
Gelid' Mexico
Scheme of Capt. Robert E. Orr Dlw.
closed in Washington Is
Ambitngus.

HE HAS FIGURES FOR IT

ALL

Ask the druggisl.
If you have never nsed these Pillets,'we will gladly give

Dandelion

Unequalled for the Cure of Dyspepsia anti All *rematch Trouble.
guaranteed under Pure FooIl and Drugs Act, June 30, 1905. Serial 3517.
1
It is the work of the stomach to ferment the food and anything
that interferes with this process of fermentation may be a cause of
dyspepsia. Strictly streaking there are doze
of causes of stomach
Hatret of Employers Expres- trouble. The kind and quality of food taken, worry, mental excitement,nervousness, lack of proper exercise. It takes many fortes such-as
desed by Miner
bility, (that tired feeling), loss of appetite, pain -after eating, acidity,
flatulence, vomiting, palpitation, cramps in ths stomach
.
Dyspepsia is dangerous because it has very marked inguence on the
Claim, To Embrace Socialism and bowels, the kidneys and the heart. It Shouli therefore never be neglected. One or two boxes of Dr. Edwards' Compound Dandelio Tablets
Demands His Emancipation
n
Front Slattery.
have cured many severe eases of stomach trouble. If you
are a sufferer
from this complaiut buy today a boxot this famous vegetabl
e remedy and
enjoy your meals the sante as you used to do.
MAY CAUSE SPLIT IN MEETING Sold by all Ellitgulista, 254'; Schenck Chemical Company, Manufact
urers,
54-50 Friusklbi !Breen, New York and
(Look for this Siguature.:

W. B. M'PHEBSON, Druggist,
..
Washington, June 21.—Lakes-toDenver, June 21.—The convention
the-Gulf deep waterway enthusiasts
Paducah, Ky.
of the Western Federation of Minare looking forward to the presentaers spent the entire forenoon disGlilberes Drug Store,
tion of a new scheme to connect the
Fourth sad Broadway.
missing the proposed new -preamble
anland seas with the Gulf of Mexico.
to the federation's oonatitution,which
Word has reached here that plans
commits the organization to socialMI:THOM/LIS.
discussed as an available man for the are being prepared by Capt. Robert
ism. The debate was veiy spirited at
oMee of counts commissioner this
Orr, of Illinois, which contemplate
times. No action on the preamble
Metropolis, ill., June 31.— Post- fall.
practically the abandonment of the
New Sleeping and was taken.
The proposed preamble in
master Smith is finishing cue of the
Mississip
pi
river
south
Damage to the court house by the
of Cairo and
part is:
Loung
ing
Pajam
smartest residences In Metropolis on recent
a
,
tile
utilizati
on of a chain of lakes in
lire has been so far repaired
"We hold there is a class struggle
west Fourth street.. When complete that the offices
tabiish ing_ the ssroppeedneav_ _mate-I.
are secure f, _mtg.
aiseiety and that this struggle Is
No-C
ord
or
Bindi
M.
ng
at, mused
ighwJ1TiVili
e
Mrs. PiIilp M. Barnes, of Auburn, It Is reported that a $50,000,000 apby economic conditions; the
of thu modern conveniences.
Ky., who has been visiting here with propriation will be sought to put
Waist
producer is exploited of the wealth
Mies Mabel Bouts has returned her son,
the
scheme
operatio
in
n.
T. Barnes, returned
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
he produces; the class struggle wi:1
Trousers Permanently Attached
from her waitar's settee. work in Ire- home today
Capt. Orr's figures, Seconding to
accompanied by Master
to Coat Interior—Comfortable, continue until the producer is recsoots county. Tomorrow Miss Flouts, Bogert Barnes.
reports, estimate that the cost would
demands of the best people.
ognized as the sole master of the
Good Looking, Practicable
her mother, Mrs. W. T. Houts, Mrs.
Roy Helm acconmaniesi by his par- be about the same per mile as railproduct; the working clans must
Carrie Grantham, the m:-ses Ruby
Fills a Long-Felt Want
ents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Helm._re- road construction. He would have the
achieve its own emancipation and
Brainard, Bessie Lukens a-1 Emma
wined last week from the Illinois work begun at Lake Borgne and
Ask
for
Illustrated Folder with Details the industrial union of all useful
Reach will leave on the l ters Lee
would
carry
it north to Cairo, dividstate university at Champaign. Ed.
workers is the surest and wisest
for Cincinnati. From Cincinnati Miss
Brown and Frank Ragland are home ing the operation into rive sections
method of attaining this end.
Hours will go to the Jamestown exmites each.
.411111n1IMINIIISINIMSIIINIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111
See window display in
from the university. All of the boys of about one hundred
"Therefore, we, wage slaves emposition.
are expecting to return, Roy Helm to From the western end of this lake a
ployed in and among mines, mills and
east widow.
Miss Bessie stewart is home from take the law
course and the other cut would be made to lakes Pontcharsmelters of the United States and
the Charleston, Ill., normal school. young
train an
Maurepas. From these
men to finish
Canada, have associated in the Westthe regular
Judge Thomas Liggett, is being eourse.
lakes the channel would follow a
ern Federation Miners, the mining
cou:se slightly northwest until Spandepartment of industrial workers of
ish hake was reached, when it would
the world."
assume a north trend and parallel
Percy Bawling, of Goldfield, Nev.,
T:T
7
A,- Tr—
A90/40gril
W. F. Paxton,
the
Mississip
pi river until it got to
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
leader of the radicals, who control
Now located at
PADUCAH. x
Cairo, where connections with the
President
Cushier.
the convention, said in a speech there
Antitsti.Lt Caable-,
Establis
hed
Isom
Mississippi and
rivers would
can be no friend.ly relations between
be made. Once into the river the proemployer and employed
because
posed route would be that already
there never can be friendly relations
We are ready for all Muds of hauling.
discussed and connect with the lakes
between any thief and the man he
through Chicago's sanitary canal.
robs. He advocated discarding the
Capt. Orr expects to enlist the
lac•ruorai•d
present preamble, and said he wanthakessio-the-Gulf Deep
Waterway
ed to go on record as an enemy of all
associati
on
the
in
atter
mand
will
Capital
employers of labor. This was greeted
*.•.
6100.0e1s
fro
ask that organization to support his
with great applause.
Surplus
.
.
50,000
plan. This is the logical association MILS. KAUFM.
The tonserv-a-tive element predictAN
r.tockholders liability ,.
ACCUSED OF
.
100,000
to press the fight before the next
ed a revolt in the negotiation, it the
mcitDE
RING
Smftv.tvr.
congress, if one is to be made, for
new preamble should
be adopted.
Total security to deposit ors
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liver In a most Important organ In the
AND PRESIDENCY.
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When Wm. Taft, secretary of war,
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tion was called by an
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thing from an Infant Foun"Taft not ran?"
tain Syringe up to a fourSecretary Taft declines to discuss
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
the subject and dismisses the matter
quart Combination Fountain
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by saying laughingly:
Syringe and Hot Water Bot"You must let that question mark
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y
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CITY TRANSFER CO
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CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
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Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
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American -German National Bank
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When you can have
the comforts of 20th
century methods,why
not take advantage of
them and

What do you want
with a telephone?

RUBBER
GOODS
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GAS

Service5 of Course

Then use he Home Telephone, the ONLY
one in Paducah giving GOOD service.

1

It costs less,and think
of the advantages.
Powell-Rogers Co.
lac•timu.r.A1129 North Third At.

Momer had just smiten his bloom
lug lyre and barst into tears. "What's
the matter, dear?" asked Mrs. Homer
sympathetically. "I hare just realized." he sobbed, "how puny I must
seem alongside of Theodore Roosevelt wiles it comes to smiting lyres."
Whereupon, to ease his soul in forgetfulness, he chortled out aix books
of the Odyssey.-- The Gadfly.
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W. T. Miller & Bro.
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FLOWERS
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of a Lake Trip
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CHAFING DISH

Sod

LEE LINE STEALERS

For a tonic or 'stimulant there is
nothing superior to the

•

Early Times

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

Jack Beam

KILL"'COUCH

CURE THE LUNGS

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

...14(4 Boll
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H. C. HOLLINS

S. U. WINSTEAD

Real

as it is aged by a natural
process. Read the government
stamp---shows nine summers old.
Sold everywhere.
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DEMAND EXCEEDS FOURTH OF JULY
SUPPLY OF BEEF
BASEBALL GAME

Jaturdaq 'Tight

`One hour
6ale
7:30 to 8:30
tnlq
Our unknown specials every Saturday
night are creating
the greatest of interest. Last week \NT
sold 10 yards of 7 1-2c
Lawns for 19c a pattern.
You can't afford to
miss these Unknowns or any of the
specials offered for
one hour below, if
you value the practice of economy.
'One Xcur Jpecials from 7:30
to 3:30 Yomorrow 'fight
10 pieces of white ground
embroidered Batiste, a beautiful light weight summer
dress goods, a 25c
1
value for - - - I C
25 pieces fine mercerized
white goods, one of the best
fabrics made for waists and
suits, a 25c value
1 Cn
for - - I JU
25 doz. Men's Black Lisle
Finished Sox,
a pair - - - - - 7C
25 doz. Women's white lisle
finished Vests, with mercerized silk tapes, a 10c
value for - - - 25 doz. good quality Nainsook Dress Shields,
a pair - - 50 pieces No. 22 good quality Taffeta Ribbons, all
colors, a 15c value for - U
150 Silk Bow Ties,
worth 10c,2 for - -

I!,

5c
C

5c

•

Unknown 6pecial
"Xo ffitone `Orders
no `Charges at Yhese 9rtees:

SUN.

P:rXIDAY,

JrNa 21.

l
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Secretary Wilson Gives Rat- Marion, Ill., Team Will Meet
ional Reason For Rise
Independents
More People Eat Beef and Propose Manager Italian Is Picking Ip
Good
tionately Fewer Are Engaged
Material in Tryout With
Iii Producing.

STATISTICS

TO

PROVE

VIEW CULLEI'S

AND

THE

PEARLS

Washington, June 21.—That the
The John
Milian
independent
recent rise in the price of beef is not baseball team will play the
crack
attributable to the beef trust, can be Marion, Ill., independent team in
Paaccounted for on rational grounds
by ducah July 4, and Holten is reinnatural conditions, is the'opinion
of forcing with the best players possiMr. Wilson, secretary of agriculture. ble to secure. He will meet the Cairn
He said that, in spite of the howl Rubys here Sunday and
see what
against the beef trust and the manner there is in several players
recently'
in which it has been held respons
ible signed, and from the "try outs^ will
for presenel conditions in the meat be able to select the best
of the new
trade, prices are not controlled at material.
Chicago.
Afeer an absence of three years of
In explaining conditions relative to W. A. Harley, considered during
the
the trade, Mr. Wilson remarked that season the best first
sacker in the
"the day laborer in the sewer • trench Kitty league the season
Paducah
dines more sumptuously than ever won the pennant, wishes
to come
did Queen Elizabeth in her days of back to the reservation,
and has
greatest pavier. Think it over."
written Manager John Holten to see
The trouble, according to Mr. Wil- if he can be used here.
Harley is
son, is that the demand is exceeding from Dayton, 0.,
and not only Is a
the supply. It is no longer profitable crack sticker and first sacker,
but a
for the small farmer to go into the good looking man as many
lady fans
cattle-raising business. The great in- will testify. HoLan believe
s that Hardustrial centers have demanded la- ley does not nederstand
the situaborers and have turned to the farm tion, but will write him ternis.
Harto get them. They have thus robbed ley is playing on a crack Ohio
indethe farmer of his laborer and Increas- pendent team and is in good
form.
ed the cost of his hire.
Nashville wants to play Paducah
The production of beef, he says, again, and writes that the
reason the
has not kept up with the natural in- team failed to show
up here last
crease in population, not to mention Sunday was, that no definite arrange
the feet that the Increase in beef eat- ments were understood to exist
as t
ing has been far in excess of the the gate receipts. The team want
proportionate increase in population. $75 guaranteed it to
pay
penses
Laborfer Wants More Meat.
Hotlan will break even or play fair
In the past, the artisan and the la- enough with the foreigners, but NI
borer was oontent to have meat not not giving away gold dollars for
50
more than once each day, and it was cents, he says.
usually stewing meat or boiling meat.
Before that he was content' with meat
Cetlleys vs Pearls.
tevo'or three times a week. New there
The Pearls and CuTley's will play
are few laborers, under the present again Sunday afternoon at the
Union
scale of pay in this country, who do depot grounde. The pitcher
s are Dunnot demaud meat twice a day, and bar for Pearls
and Gallagher forathe
there are a surprisingly large num- Cuiley s.
ber who want it with every meal.
They are not content' with the cheapWALLACE PARK
er grades either, but insist upon
chops and steaks and the choicest
Offers an Interesting Attraction for
meats.
Next Week.
Mr. Wilson points to the fact that
immigration to this country has now
The public of today is clamoring
reached % million persons a year. Little of this finds employment in call- for something new in the way of
ings which contributes to the in- amusement, something out of the orseneehing - unexplainable.
crease of beef production, but rather dinary,
to beef consumption. An informal In- Hypnotists lisse ceased to mystify
unquiry by officers of the department and mind readers have passed
lead to the discovery that, within noticed, because the public has
three or four weeks after coming to solved to its satisfaction the probthis country, immigrants who could lems ,these things have presented.
But now comes Marie Rolfson, a
name the days, as holidays; in each
month, when they ate meat abroad. native of Norway, frail and slight.
were demanding and securing meat weighing scarcely 110 pounds, who
possesses some new and
with two meals every day.
unknown
power, the like of 'which has never
Past Amount Exported.
Again the secretary believes that been recorded; who can defy the unhte fact that last
year we found changing laws of gravitation in
a
such a profitable market abroad, that hundred different ways.
we werl able to export meat proMiss Bolfson has given demonstraducts to the amount of $232,000,000 tions of her wonderful and unknown
has been lost sight of, in its effect power on every quarter of the globe,
upon the price of beef in this coupe, appearing before nearly all of the
try.
crowned he-ads of the world—and beThe possibilities of grazing and fore the leading doctors and scientific
keeping beef cattle under economical men in every city where she has apconditions in the west, are growing peared.
constantly more and more restricted.
Mites IRolfson will be seen at the
In short, the secretary of agriculture, Wallace park theater all
next week.
while not attempting to condone or
excuse some of the deplorable prac—A real estate ad, is an "omen"
tices of the beef trust, does think, at
of
a CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP—
this time, that the advance in the
price of beef now so generally com- and the omen usually e
s true
mented upon, is due to the condi- very quickly
tions he points out and not to the
machinations of any monopoly
or
A comfortable thing about preachcorporal ion.
ing things is you can keep so busy
at it you haven't any time to pracr.r. Stan ain't tui. )or results
tice them.

e

YOU'LL FIND THE RIGHT CLOTHES HERE
MO matter who you are, nor what your ideas may be
Jn style, or fabrics, or color, you'll find in this storeabout
the
things you want to wear, and we know it, and at
prices
you want to pay---we know that, too.
Do you want a blue serge or black suit?
We have an
immense variety of them—nothing like it in
Paducah. Prices $10 to $40. Some silk lined
suits,
all of them high class.
Are you partial to grays? A very strong
line of the
latest p ,pular fabrics in grays; plaids, stripe
s, club
checks and plain grays; they're all here, and
they're
made up with all of the latest ideas in
cut and
finish, two or three buttons, loose or form -traci
ng
backs, long roll lapels, trousers wide acros
s the
hips and deep turn-up, or more conse
rvative
models, $7 50 to $35 00.
•

Maybe your idea inclines to browns Anoth
er great
stock of browns, tans, olive shades. Taste
s vary
and we have the goods to meet every variet
y of
opinions; high grade elegant goods that are
suitable
for any wearer anywhere. Prices $15 to $30.

SOMETHING NEW AND GOOD
Outing Coats and Pants Made From
Priestley's
"Cravenette" English Mohairs. "Ra
in Will
Neither Spot Nor Wrinkle Them."
"CRAVENETTE" MOHAlltS are thin and cool,
extremely serviceable and will
wear better than light-weight woolen goods,
flannels or crash, and do not require half the pressing. The color. is unchan
geable and luster permanent.
Nothing equal to them for comfolt and cleanli
ness on a hot summer day. We
have them in fancy grays, b:ack and white,
with self stripe. See the white
one in corner window.

)//
MEN5 ABOY S
Silks
50c to $2

0111TITTER5
BROADWAY
KV

PAD(/CAM.
Estsbnnhed

1565.

Tubs
50c to $1

Special Showing of Tub Cravats
25c

•

THIS BED IS ONLY

2.75
We Have Them Up to $90.00
The metal bed is the most sanitary and
durable bed and.
too, there is nothing prettier.
We stow a big line of iron beds, plainly
finished or brass
mounted
01'11 DOLLAR DOWN AND SM.-LL
WKLY PAY'MENT
plan enables' you to buy and pay for
a bed without hardly feeling the expense.
Drop in .ind let us show you how we can
Kaye you money

Sardatr

IM=IR IMMO

.
1ftristeastilte$4614.44/41M"

Two Ships to Japan's One.
the medals that he so rightly won
at sulator for live
wires on the Pacific
The Japanese are a sensitive, proud Mukden, carrying a Yale diploma in
ocean is two ships to
one
Japan's one.—
hand
and
a
Hardird degree in From
,and warlike people. - "Look crossCollier's for,June 22, 1907.
the other, would continue to be,
to
eyed at thim, an they're into ye'er
the American truck -driver, at
the
hair," remarks Mr. Dooley. Their
best, an amusing little brown
•"We have left undone the things
natural disposition to feel insult
shonld haye done,"
This is, of course, utterly wrong,
and
acknowbedsed
keenly and resent it quickly is indisillusionment would partake of the the fair worshiper.
"it's all right,
creased by the consciousness of redear."
wispers
nature of retribution; but for Japan's
a motherly soul in
the
eV victory over the Caucasian race
interest and our own, so long AS this pew back of bor. erre
undone
of five feet ten, If we avoid war
prejudice continues, with its bee pos- any more. I reached over Sad hook• with them for the next ten years, it
sibilities for casus belle the best le- ed it while you was standing titlewill be because we shall have treated
St. mills Republic.
them with an excess of studied courtesy never practiced toward any
other nation, or have maintained a
navy so obviously superior that they
fear to fight us. Are we likely to
escape by the *former method? Is
Specials for Saturday, June
22.
the San Francisco stevedore, on a
Saturday night spree, collectively so
potential of international insult, like7 bars Star Soap.'
9 Its Granulated Sugar..50c
...
i ly to learn the discriminating
wisdom
12 Ms Ice Cream Salt
24 1/) sack Patent Flour. The
of the Sage of Archey Road: "Ye
ean bump any foreigners ye meet but
5-Tie Broom...
3 Ms beet Mee
....... ..'••
25c
a Jai); don't touch him; he's a live
3
ass .16c e'offee
5
Ms
Spilt
Rice
wire." Will drunken Dennis Kear25c
4..
ney. lurching down Mission street
20e Coffee
2 lbs Evaporated Peaches.30c
50e
pay-day night, check a belligerent nut
2 ihs 35c Coffee
3 cans Corn
20c
05c
to save gray hairs for Mr. Root?
1 Th 60c Ted
3 cans Baked Beans
Hardly. Whatever respect may be
26e
40c
I can 21k Lobster
practiced by the more enlightened
4 Ms Navy Beans
20e
11Se
and resporreible, the feeling of the
1 can 11k Shrimps
10c
2 the 10c Prunes
street crowd which makes interna16e
3 seeks salt
,10c
tional complications will be that of
3 Pkgs. Jello l
25e
1 large bottle sweet
r sour
the F'bilippine army poet, when Gov2 Pkga Ice Cream Powder 25c
Feekles .....
ernor Taft was preaching considera10e
tion and duty toward "our little
brown brother:"
"He may be a brother of William
4011.• The--Broadway stiriep.
Old Phone 1 I 79
Out he ain't no brother of mine " Zoo ter°sawn y
•••.1, Prs
A Japanese general, Wearing lie
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